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ONE DOLLAR A TEAR

NEW

HOI KINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, MAY

Home Made
Have your cake, muffins, and tea biscuit home-made. They will be fresher,
cleaner, more tasty and wholesome.
Royal Baking Powder helps the house
wife to produce at home,quickly and economically, fine and tasty cake, the raised
hot-biscuit, puddings, the frosted layercake, crisp cookies, crullers, crusts and
muffins, with which the ready-made food
found at the bake-shop or grocery does
not compare.
Royal is the greatest of bake-day helps.
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CHOPS IN CHRISTIAN CLOSING SERVICES ONE

HUNDRED KILLED
IN OKLAHOMA TORNA

ARE SIZED UP BY THE EX- OF THE GREAT REVIVAL
LAST EVENING.
PERTS

Reports of Commissioner of Dr. Dixon and Dr. Broughton
Divide Time at TaberAgriculture and Weather
nacie.
Bureau.

The crop report of Herbert Vreeland, commissioner of agriculture,
says that in Christian county nearly
all prospects for fruit were destroyed by frosts. Wheat is not injured.
Early planted vegetables such as

(From Thursday's Daily)
The last day of the Dixon revival
here is drawing to a close. The afternoon service is now in progress. The
last service of the series will be that

Terrible Storm W ecks the little Ton
Of Snyder.
Seventy-five 13ersons Dead Th
and 150 Hurt.---Relief Trains
Have 1Been Sent.

of tonight. The last day of a revival
always has special interest both for
potatoes, tomatoes, beans, etc., were
the saved and for the uusaved. For
bitten down and good rains are:needthe former it is the end of a delighted.
season of refreshing; for the latful
The state weather bureau reports
ter the passing of a great moral and
Cnristian county as follows:
spiritual opportunity. Thanksgiving
"Warm, with fine rains; whit
for
what has been realized in new
GUTHRIE,Okla., 11.1,,y 11.—A tor- sending a relief train on the sups*.
doing well; tobacco plants large and
and renewed spiritual life, disap- nado last night wiped out the town sition that it is true. Wires
up;
comidg
corn
out;
set
ready to
pointment at what has not been
down."
ROYAL BAKING Pawnee CO.. NEC s'ORK.
gardens growing nicely; pastures in
of Snyder. Estimates, belleveli to
done and hope that even at the last
The telegraph operator at Ch
fine condition."
be accurate, place the loss of lire at
friends and
the
harvest
of
moment
I. T., states that he talked
sha,
Wheat,says the bureau's report,
75. One hundred and fifty persons
loved ones may become Christians
the telephone with Hobart, 0
is
most
and
continues improving
were injured. In the vicinity of Snyjostle each other in the hearts of
near Snyder, and that all wires
promising. It has begun to head
der
twenty-fire people are reported
In the case of
and
workers.
the
leaders
vicinity of Snyder are down, but
out in some of the western and
bringing the total number of
le there is yet killed,
in
Hopkinevil
this
day
trains are being sent to larrelief
southern counties, where there is al.
lost to one hundred.
interest, lives
of
element
der from several directions. Sayanother
so some little complaint of rust.
FORT WORTH, Tex., May Ill.—
Dr. Len 0. Broughton is here and
der is a towneof 1,000 people injlEietris
Corn planting continues industriover railroad wires to Fort
Reports
Okla., located on the Frisco,
is preaching. As Dr. Dixon said last
county,
ously. The crop has been mostly
Worth say dispatches from Sntder,
he is dividing time with Dr.
;M ies north of Vernon.
night
forty
planted in souse sections and only
Oklahoma Territory, to the train dis.
OKLAHOMA CITY,Ok.. May
Broughton. In this connection Dr.
about half in others. There is some
patcher of the Frisco at Sadulpa, I.
Dixon also stated that Dr. Brought—Reports have reached here from
complaint of cutworms where the
T., report a tornado struck Snyder
Hobart and Anadarko confirming i
on was converted under his ministry
early planted has come up.
last night, wrecking the town and
the news of a tornado'at Snyderi but
and added. "If you don't like him,
Oats doing nicely, though growing
killing scores of persons an reno details are known.
then I don't like you—that is the
a little slowly in some sections. Rye
is asked for. A message t the
lief
Everyone who can render assistplain truth." Dr. Broughton is no
is promising and grasses and meatrain dispatcher, sent by the Fort
ance in the capacity of playsiedick
stranger here, but on the contrary he
dows are in excellent condition.
Worth Record, asking for Informanurse or othwt necessary work has
is one of the men of God in all the
Tobacco plants in the main are
is answered as follows:
tion,
gone on the train, which left H
South who is best known and most
still doing finely and are plentiful,
"We have same report an are shortly before two o'clock.
loved here.
except in some sections of the westDr. Dixon will preach tonight on
ern part of the state. Cutworms,
"Why I am a Christian," his sermon
however, are doing considerable
being supplementary to that of last
damage and reports of damage from
night on"Why People are not Christhis source are becoming more gentians."
eral. Some few plants have been set
Pure."
out, while generally ground is being
The service tonight will begin very
Harris- prepared for transplanting, which
HARRISBURG, Pa., May 11.—An ber of cars from its South
promptly, owing to the fact that Drthem to bring promises to be well under way in a
express train on the Pennsylvania burg barns and used
Dixon must have time after the serweek or ten days.
hospital.
the
to
road ran into a freight train in which the injured
service to make the night train for
The fruit situation continues very
many
there were two ears loaded with dy- I With practically no clothing,
St. Louis.
good, improving, it anything, over
train
the
from
children
and
women
morning
this
o'clock
namite, at 1:10
about the last week. Peaches will probably
to South Harrisburg, near the plant were compelled to wander
Strawberries are
in the be a short crop.
houses
few
are
there
of the Paxtang Light, Heat and fields, as
southern counties,
the
in
ripening
wreck.
the
of
vicinity
immediate
exterrific
Power Company. Three
We have on display as nice Ila line
The train was the second section of the crop varying from fair to very
•
plosions that broke windows all over
crowd
good.
being
•
of high-grade w4rk as you will find any
the city followed and the train was No. 19. The hoepitalis
•
Gardens are growing finely. Potahotels are
completely wrecked :and took fire. ad to the doors, and the
• where--also a n cc line of cheaper bugof the in- toes are up and looking well and toTwenty persons were killed and fif- beIng or sued for the care
•
rices. If you want a
gles at bottom
matoes are being set out.
jured.
teen injured.
•
wrecked
Ness
Train No. 19, which
use, one that will
• buggy for every
When the first explosion occurred
& Cinbodies were thrown clear out of the is known as the Cleveland
rough useage and will
stand any sort
Philadelphia
berths in the sleeping cars, many cinnati exprees. It left
not shake to pi es, buy one of out
and was
landing down on the railroad bm - at 11:50 Wednesday night,
and
in.,
a.
1:30
at
Harrisburg
bank moot which parallels the rail- due at
Receipts on the local tobacco marroad in that locality. All the phys- at Pittsburg at 8 a. m.
train
passenger
continue to increase, although
the
ket
of
engineer
The
to
summoned
were
icians procurable
Philadelphia, regular auction sales are still noof
Thomas,
K.
H.
was
injured.
the
with
work
•
ticeable only by their absence. The
Immediately after the wreck all who was killed outright.
•
et one of the strongest
inspectors' report is as follows: Rethe passengers who could do so ran
• Jobs. You will
safety
to
from the scenes of horror
ceipts for the week, 346 hhds; re• and best made uggies you ever owned
U. D. C. Chapter.
from the incessant small explosions.
•
ceipts for the year, 2,950 hhds; sales
• and at a price t at will not bankrupt
The agonizing cries of the unfortuthe week, 46 hhds; sales for the
for
o.
meeting
monthly
regular
The
office
The
•
ng.
heart-rendi
nates were
year, 771 hhds.
• you. We have everal carloads of these
the United Daughters of the ConfedPowand
Heat
Light,
Paxtang
the
of
The recent rains have brought to• and cheaper bu gies and we will save
eracy will be held at Hotel Latham
er Company looked like a hospital.
into condition and large rebacco
•
3
May 13, at
afternoon,
Saturday
Harrisburg
• you $5 or $io on any grade buggy you
At an early hour the
ceipts have been had at all the reo'clock.
number
a
out
ran
Traction Company
handling houses as well as as at the
may select.
•
prizing houses of the farmers' stows'.
We have a f ne display lof harness
•
ation. The loose sales this week
• C
• irom $5 to $27.o per set. It cost you
were quite satisfactory, both in the
Let us show you
amount of offerings and prices real• nothing to rock.
•
ized.
h our stack.
• through

ail

BY FLYING BODIES
THE AIR WAS FILLED

Express Train Collided With a Freight
Loaded With Dynamite.

It is Estimated That Twenty Persons
Were Killed Outright and Fifteen Were Injured.
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TOBACCO MARKET

Women of
experience in
ordering coffee from their grocer
are careful to specify

HOW TO AVOID GERM DISEASES.

•

of
When there is an epidemic
diseases
most
and
diseases,
germ
person
are caused by germs, it io the
with a weak stomach who succumbs
first.
distress
If you suffer with pains or
of
after eating, headache, belching
the
in
taste
bad
a
food,
gases, sour
mouth, dizziness, pains in the heart,
generspecks before the eyes, and a
weakand
y
despondenc
of
al feeling

Big Thresher.
Frank Martin, local agent for the
Russell & Co., of Louisville, has sold
the largest and most complete
threshing outfit ever sold in Christion county, the purchasers being
Messrs. C. E. Barker and C. C. CarthIcw-tt
ter.

ness, you should get well at once by
strengthening the stomach with MIo-na. Just one small tablet out of s
fifty cent box before eating, and
your digestive system will become
so strong that you will be the embodiment of good health and spirits,
and need fear no germ diseases.
Ask L. L. Elgin to show you the
C7A.
guarantee under which he sells Mi- BUIS the
cures.
it
unless
nothing
costs
o-na; it
,
&Paw
2dt16
ef)

nr
re-2AL.
The Kind You Ilan Always Bought

which comes in pound
and two-pound tin Cans,
knowing that satisfaction accompaniesevery
can.
Thousands of refined
people who know and
appreciate good coffee
endorse this famous
brand., The signature
and the seal of these
well-known importers
guarantee its excellence.

T Cooper

DRIVING

ETC., ETC.

Jay

CEL BRATED
SCOVILL"
"SAYER

Chase & Sanborn's
Seal Brand Coffee,

Digestion, and You Keep
Strengthen the Stomach and
Well. _
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1-10PKINSVILCEg GREAT BUILDING OOM
Thie city is in the midst of the big-' outlay was well spent as the asylum possible for a fire which
++4444
originates 1 West Seventh, thereby placing
a will be located the stables for the now being erected,
goat building boom which ever stuck . was, at the time the work was au- in one apartment to spread
the new residonto anoth.
this region and which has already I thorized, badly overcrowded. These en. Each apartment will also have school within easy reach of citizens horses and mules used by the com- c:.s lire all of the type which will
broken all previous records and pro- wings are known as the east and a backyard with drive way, stables living in any part of the city.
pany. The balance of the building greritly add to the beauty of the city.
Then('
will be used as a general store house. lateet are planned according to the
anises to exceed even the fondest west wings and are practically alike and other outbulid
The
Imperial.
ings, cistern, etc.
styles of architecture and
anticipations of the most sanguine 1 except that tbe west wing is five BO- In front
The
present
stables in the building would do credit to a city of
The Imperial Tobacco company
of the building will be a
far greatOitisens, although for several years ries high and contains eighty-five twenty foot lawn
er
is ze than Hopkinsville. It is conwhich will be two will begin work on their mammoth on Virginia street will be remodeled
servativ
ely
estimated that
past each session has been marked rooms, while the east wing is only feet above the level of the street and plant just es soon as the contract can as soon as the new building is comamdunt which is being invested• the
pleted and will be converted into an
in
by a steadily increasing number of three stories high and contains fifty- surrounded by a stone
residences will fully equal that which
wall. The be let.'They have purchased a lot on
up to date and thoroughly appointed is represented in the
SOW buildings. This year, however, one rooms. Each wing is 52x100 feet structure will cost about
420,000 By North Clay street and running to the
new business
houtes of various kinds.
tho happy distinction is marked that and are as near fire-proof as any renting one of these
plumbing establishment.
apartments a L. it N. railroad, paying therefor
A residence which has only
;goodly proportion of the additions building can be made. They are fin- family can live just
City Building.
as if in a separ- $7,500 in cash. Two buildings will be
ly been comnleted and whichrecentadds
'Seth* city are factories, which will ished throughout with hardwood and ate house they having
gresitly to the architec
As soon as the new
all the neces built on this site, each being of brick
beauty of
dord Work for several hundred peo- on each floor is a fourteen foot hall- eery moms, etc . although there will with asphalt floors and two stories in !s accepted and the fire department the City is that of M. tual
C. Forbes on
fire company va- Sou
way running the entire length of the
ple.
be six families literally under the height and of the most substantial cates their present quarters on Main is a ,h Main street. This residence
massive,
building
two
The
ventilat
.
heat
ion
storied
and
type. The machinery alone in these street, the building
brick
8400,000 Worth.
'.me roof.
• is controll
will be remodel- neered structure, built in the old yeed by what is known as the
buildings will represent a handsome ed. Offices will be
lonial style, with a wide porch opIt is estimated that the buildings
made
for
.
Fire
the
Statio
city
n.
exblower system, giving a regular heat
tending
amouat, the smaller ,buildiug con- judge, tax collecto
Irldeh are already under ciOurse of
r, and clerk, be- of whichto the second floor, the roof
The central fire station on East taining
peefect
with
ventilat
winter
is
ion
in
supporte
d by heavy colsbout 4i0,000 worth of mach- sides the customary police
aeltatruction, or for which contracts
headquar- ucocis. The ititeelor
and keeping the temperature much Ninth street is now practically com- inery for drying tobacco.
This plant ters and city court room. Plans have probably one of the of the house Is
1,,Iffee already been made, will repropleted
and
will
taken
be
charge
of
handsomest in
lower in summer than is possible unwill not be termed a manufactory as not yet been definitel
eilleit the outlay of from 000,000 to
y decided upon the tate, nothing having been left
der any other method. Each floor is by the tire company within a few it will be used for
undene which would contribu
for
packing
0100,4100. Nearly all the new buildtobacco
this
.
work
but
te to its
wheneve
r
the work besuity
also supplied with bath rooms,dumb days. This building was planned by and getting it ready
for shipment to is undertaken the old building will the1 and convenience. In front is
ings are of the handsomest and most
scions reception hall ineastu.
waiters, eleotrict lights and dining W. A. Long, in conjunction with England, the
Imperial tobacco corn- be completely changed and made lag xle feet,
substantial kind, showing • molufrom which rises the
room. The roofs are of tin and the City Engineer B. F. MeClaid and being in reality the English
bro
,
one
otroly that the boom is no( of the
govern.
of
the
grand
best
city
building
stairway
s
.
in
Fire
this
It
Chief George Randle, and it is
foundations are of stone set on conten rOome,emoug which are contains
ment. The plant will cost from $50,- section.
isosbroom order, but the /posit.,
the
pink'and w bite rooms, besides green,
crete. An unusual feature about safe to say that no city twice the ,000 to $70,000. It will
employgive
aid will last for years and will greatample
size
Hopkinsv
of
and
ille
L.
has
as
&
handN.
Spacious hallways. It is finished
Depot.
these wings is the addition of wide
' ment to about one hundred and fifty
37 benefit the city.
throagn
out
some
convenie
in
or
ntly arranged fire
The new L. & N. freight depot is
polished oak. Tim
porches on either floor running the
people and will have a pay roll of
cost
As a result of this unparalled buildstation as this. The building
being rushed and the walls are al- 000. et the building was about $10,lag activity, labor is in great de- entire length of the building. These uree 40x100 feet and takes up mem':several hundred dollars per week. ready some
porches are fitted with strong banisdistance above the
Another residence which
nearly Besides those employed in the fanmand. Carpenters, brick masons
the entire depth between Eighth and
oeutl been completed is thathas regiound. This
of L.
aad plasterers, painters nod paper ters and a heavy wire netting allows Ninth streets. It is two stories in I tory proper several buyers will be feet, taking structure will be 50x200 Yon t$, on North
Main street.
up half a square and will Is
a t o storied, brick veneer, This
bangers and skilled laborers of all the patients to be taken out and ex- height and is built of brick. The employed to ride though the country cost when
elate
completed about $20,000. roofed structur
e, containing ten
Wads are almost unobtainable. The ercised in bad weather without there ground floor will be devoted to and purchase the crops.
It will be builtof brick with stone rooms, and is finished
being any danger of them limping
throughout in
supplpot ordinary day laborers is
Y. M. C. A. Building.
keeping the hose wagons and entrimmings and slate roof and will be hardwood and with cabinet mantles
also about exhausted, as the heavy or falling over.
and tiled hearths. At one
Probably the building in which the one story in heighth except
Another addition to the asylum gine, stalls for the horses, etc.. the
corner is
at the an octagon
work about the new buildings reproperty is the mammoth stable flooring being two inch oak. There most general interest centers is the front on Ninth street which will be the optagontower, in which ascends
quires a great number of this class.
stairway. It is steam
are six stalls measuring 8x12 feet, an Young Men's Christian Association two stories in order to accommo
date heald, piped for gas and water and
Naturally, the citizens of this city which has just been completed. This 8xI2 harness
room, two corn cribs home which is now being erected on the offices for the local employes
wire
for
building is 130x42 feet and in addition
electrici
ty, and cost $8,000.
of
and county are much elated over the
Dr. Manning Brown has
measuring 12x12 feet and an office East Ninth street. The foundation the road. It will be finished
recently
in hard- takeq
prospects of the city and predict to this there is a carriage house in front and in the center of the I5 about completed as
is the mason- wood, fitted with dumb waiters, con- homel possession of his new $5,000
measuring 48x46 feet. In this stable
on Alumni avenue, in the
great things for it. From all indicabuilding
, measuring 13x13 feet. The ry for the swimming pool. When crete floored basement, etc., making southpru portion
there are twenty one stalls, each
of the city. This
tion. their faith is not misplaced and
measuring 10x10 feet; two corn cribs rest of the floor space will be given completed and fitted up throughout It a thoroughly up to date building. house' is built in the mission style
It is probable that succeeding years
and
cputains
the
to
hose
this
building
wagons
several
engine,
will
represen
and
A
special
cost
t
a
of
nove! and
feature of the building will
15x20 feet; two harness no-n's 9x10
will bring forth the realization of
venient features. It is finishedconin
feet and a twelve foot passageway There are two front entrances closed 430,000. It will be built of brick with be the loading shed, this being fitted hardwood,
heated
, their fondest hopes, as Bopkinsville
by
hot
water, piped
running through the building. The by heavy but easily opened doors, stone front and °tithe massive square with sliding steel curtains which can for gas and water and
wired
is located just on the dividing line
for
elecOn the second floor is the parlor, 18xt front type, affording a most pleasing be lowered for protection
during bad tricity.
between one of the most fertile farm- hay is kept in the loft in the top of 22 feet;
The residence of Miss Anna Trice,
dining room and kitchen, contrast to the Cumberland tele- weather but which when not
the
stable,
and
each
at
end
are
the
needed on sth
*. Mg sections on the south, which is
latest improved hay forks which can each measuring 153(17 feet; pantry phone building and the Odd Fellows can be rolled up in the same manner er very Main street, will be anothbaited tor Its fine crops of wheat, tohandsome edifice. It will be
and bath rooms and the fireman's home. The basement will have a as a roller top desk.
take in a load of bay at one time.
of the Queen Anne style and will
" basso, corn, etc., aud vast tracts of
be
sleeping
concrete
room,
measuri
floor
ani
ng
in
it will be locatof sold
13x48.
i Crone two stories in height.
The asylum has also recently made
New Jail.
Wither on the north under which it
It will be finished in harawoo
an addition which is out of the ordi- feet. Leading from this sleeping ed the heating plant,eviimming pooh
d
,
The new Christian county jail has cheated
A + is known that almost unlimited coal
hoeaths ro
b hot water and contain all
nary and gives to this city probably room to the lower floor will be the bowling alleys, shower baths and now been
the
dern
beds lay, to say nothing of other
occupied
since
conveniences. It will
early spring
thelonly one of the kind outside of copper pole down which the firemen individual lockers, bath rooms and This prison
2111nerals which have been located by
cost the county $20,000.
Louisville in this State." This in a will make their descent whenever an barber shop. This barber shop will and is one
Charles .F. Jarrett has remodeled
reputable geologists. Shipping feeof the most scientifically the T ndy
place on East Seventh
concrete smoke stack which meas- alarm is turned in. The architect- be one of the handsomest in the state arranged
Mies are also another factor in the
and up-to-date to be found streeti which he
ural
beauty
being
fltzed
of
purchased. The
the
building
with
all
greatly
the
latest
is
imin the state. It is built of pressed front Of the building has been greatcsomoisroial improvement of a city ures 180 feet in height. It is 18 feet enhanced by the
eighty-five foot provements, including a mosaic floor
diamete
in
at
r
the
base
and
six
feet
ly
improve
d
by ttle addition of a
and Hopkinsville has three great
tower. This tower serves the triple and wainscoting.On the ground floor brick ,is two stories high with a base- colonial porch,
the work costing $1,ment containing the dungeon and
railroad systems, I. e., the Louisville in diameter at the top. It is braced purpose
affordin
000.
of
will
be
the
parlors
g
a
place
and
receptio
for
the
n
and
rebraced
ti
e entire distance by
large
& Nashville, the Illinois Central and
room
for
prisoner
s confined for
T. or. Jones is having a porch
city clock, adding to the beauty of rooms, the offices of the secretary
petty offenses. It is steam heated added to his residence, the addition
the Tennessee Central, which latter heavy iron rods. In order to secure the building
and city and for drying and the gymnasium and running
a
firm
foundati
on
the
earth
was
being
n ke6ping with the style of
and electric lighted and contains
road has now been acquired by the
the hose when brought in wet after track. The gymnasium will be 42x60
The improvement
cells of case-hardened steel, fitted the residence.
'Frisco system which gives the ship- cleared away until solid limestone use.
will cost $600.
A hole reel is fixed at a height feet and will be fitted with the most
rock was struck, and the huge smokewith the most approved system of
pers an outlet in any direction.
Judge
J.
I.
Landes
of
sixty-fi
complet
feet
has thoroughly
ve
from
e
outfit
of bars, ladders and
which the
stack was set orr, this natural foundalocks and ba-s. It alin contains an remodieled his residence on North
By Local Firms.
tion. It was built by the Barter hose is suspended. This holds the other paraphernalia which can be executio
n room on the second floor Main street, not only renovating the
Another feature which will be a Construction Company of St. Louis. hose open and allows the air to cir- secured. It will also probably conwhich if fitted with a trap above interidr but also adding a porch. The
culate
freely
work Cost $1,500.
source of pride so Hopkinsville eitlthrough
tain
cages
it
and
wherein
by this
candidates for
The Forbes Manufacturing com.
sons is the fact that with the excep- pany has secured ths contract and means to thoroughly dry it, which baseball teams may practice during which is a steel beam containing the R. C, Gary is building a $2,000 two
ring
from
story
whien
frame
the
rope
reemehe
will
e
be
on
tied
his farm
tion of the new jail all of these new work has begun on a new laundry means a great. saving to the city as winter. The running track is 42
five ix. les from the city. The reelwhenever a person is hung.
buildings will be erected by local for the Western Kentucky Asylum hose kept in the old way soon rots -laps to the mile. On the secocd floor
deuce Will be what is known as
and large sums are expended each will be parlors and reception rooms
•contracting firms. This shows that for the Insane. This building
Lumber Plant.
double front with a ten foot porch. a
will be
Dr. t.1.. Woodard will build a
Plant of Dering,Frank & Lewis, of
while this immense an,ount of work 47,,-ix182 feet. It will be built of brick year for new hose. The city clock and this will be devoted mainly to
Is being done that HopkInsville con- and one story in height with slate is placed in the tower at a height of the social demands of the aseocia- Lewisburg, Ind., has been shipped $5,000 esidence on south Virginia
here and as soon as received will be street this season. He has not yet
tractors are thoroughly equal to the roof. It is located near the new east seventy feet. The dials are seven timi. The entire third floor will be installed
decideti upon plans and specifica
on • the lot purchas
feet
in diameter audare
emergency and are qualified to han- wing of the asylum aud is to
used as the dormitory and will con- them on South Walnut street. ed by tions.
T
be comThis
esidence of A. J. Csyce on
dle the situation. Not only this but pleted by early _fall. It will cost being easily distinguished from al- tain sixteen rooms en suite, which company deals in lumber and their
t hpf lam street, which has re8
Stooury
plant here will
people from a distance a
$10,000 and the machinery, which most any part of the city on the will be rented to young men as apart- for the purpose be, for the present, ceutly een completed,
adds much to
of
cutting
timber
of
darkest
night.
getting
figures from
The Roman charac- ments. The entire building will be all kinds.
Hopkins - will be practically bought entirely
tion of tne wry. It is a two
This timber. in its rough that
ters on the dial are eight inchos in heated by hot water, piped for gas state, will for the
Ville, a man now being on a deal new, will add several thousan
awe
building
with colonial
most part be shipd dolheight. The fire station will cost and wired for electricity and will ped here, although much of it porch rid is fitted with all modern
with the Forbes Manufacturing com- lars to this amount.
the city when completed in the have both hot and cold water. When will be felled in this county. This conven eucee. It cost $4,000.
pany for a residence in Memphis. A
'
Dalton Block.
rd Leavell is remodeling his
plant will employ about seventy-five
neighborhood of $12,000.
New Yorker also wrote to this firm
completed this will be one of the people.
ree etbn e on his farm sevan miles
The walls of the business house
requesting bids on a summer resihandsomest and most complete
from e city, adding a porch and
which is being erected by Dalton
New School Building.
American Snuff Co.
puttiu in water works. The cost
dence to be built near New York
homes of the Young Men's Christian
Bros., on the corner of Seventh and
Another public building in which
Another of the mammoth tobacco will be 1,600.
city.
.
Associat
ion
in
the
State.
The
assocorporations has selected HopkinsVirginia streets are rapidly rising general interest is taken is the new
Max yers will remodel the resiThelSanitarium.
and are nearly ready for the second public school building on West Sev- ciation will start off here with a viile as the most suitable place for dence o South Clay Street which he
membership of over three hundred one of its factories. This is the purcha ed from H. C. Ai oore. A
bed
The workion the foundation of the floor joists. This building takes the enth street, the walls of which are
American Snuff Compan
room w II be added, the perch and
Hopkinsville sanitarium is progress- place of one of tne former landmarks already to the top or the flrel floor yout.g men, this number baying al- cently closed a deal by y, who re- interio remodel
telegrap
ed
h for
and changed,
ready signed the pledges in giving the
present baseball park, in the costing 1,600.
ing rapidly. A building of this kind of the city and now completes the window frames. This building will
has long been needed here and when line of handsome brick business be practically an exact duplicate their subscriptions toward the build- southern portion of the city. This The $ ,000 residence of the Misses
plant will cost $40,090 and the work Stites, n East Seventh, is
oompleted it will not only be an ad- houses of that section of the city. of the one erected on south Virginia in g'
of building will be begun earty in course f construction. This under
will be
dition in the way of a new enterprise This building will be 41x45 feet and street in 1901. It will be three stories
Canning Factory.
Janie, and it will probably be com- a two s ry brick veneered building
pleted before cold weather. It will with L is XV porch. It will
but will also add greatly to the ap- will be two story with a tasement. high with basement. The basement
conThe building for the Hopkinsville employ about
tain ten rooms, °tirades bath rooms,
one hundred
pearance of the city. The sanitari- It will be square built with fiat metal will have concrete floor snd here
Canning Company is nearly com- Ti is plant will be composed orpeople. and wil be fitted
with
three
all
modern.
um is beinglbuilt on the lot known roof. On the ground floor will be lo- will be located the rainy day play pleted
and will be ready for the ma- separate buildings, all being built of conveniences and heated by hot air.
as the Crumbaugh place and is locat- cated the business and private offices rooms toilet rooms, furnace and coal chinery when
Dr. F.I P. Thomas has nad plans
it arrives, which will brick. The baseuall park will be
ed between Seventh street aud the of the Dalton Bros., with a corner en- bins, etc. On the ground floor will
moved during this montri to the made fo
,
r a two story residence conbe in the near future. This plant is Knight
taining ten rooms, which will
property ou South
residence which stands in the center terance at the intersection of Sev- be the reception hall and four Class
be
located at the intersection of First Street, just outside the city Virginia built o hollow
limits.
concrete building
of tne lot. The sanitarium will be a enth and Virginia streets. Opening rooms. On the second floor will be
street and the L. et N. railroad and
blocks.
It
will
be
of
the
Big
Queen
Saw Mill.
tiro story structure, and will be built on Seventh street will be a store the superintendent's office, hall way
covers a large space. The machir,Forbes Manufacturing Co., are pre- Anne et le with spacious porch sup----eolsither of hollow concrete building house measuring 2lx40 feet. On the and four class rooms. The entire ery
heavy columns.
has already been purchased and paring to put in a complete, up-to- ported
Will towe is having a six room
blocks or brick, and will be 6-1x40 second floor will be six office rooms third floor will be taken up by a lecwill be shipped in plenty of time for date Band Saw Mill, with all accom- cottage built
on the lot which he
panying small machines. This plant
feet. The front wi'l be what is styled with toilet rooms etc.
ture room as is the case with the it to be installed and
recently purchased on South Virgotten in per- will be located on
one of
The building will be steam heated Virginia street school. The building
a parapet gable with spacious veranfect running order by the time the railroads entering the city the three ginia str et. The porch will have
and just Tuscan dilumne.
da. On the first ;fluor w:11 be the th roughoutout and will be fitted with will be finished in
The
hardwood first of the crops which are now outside the corporate limits. It
will be supplied with hot residence will
large reception room and six rooms gai, electric lights and hot and cold throughout and each room will growing
and cold water
give
employm
ent to a number 01
will be matured. This plant
ond lighted by electricity.
men and
for the use ore patieets. On the sec- water. It will c.tst approximately have a slate black board and all of will
cost $15,000 and will give em- prise of will prove to be an enterCarl Keach is having a six-room
great importance to Hopond floor will be seven rooms for pa- $4,500.
the most apprcved and latest school ployment to about
seventy-ffve peo- kinsville. With the capital and
en- cottage tuIlt on the Canton pike. It
tients, cedar linen closets and op ratappliances.
Apartment House.
The building will be ple, a large portion of whom will be ergy that will back it, this
will
be fitted with modern Improvewill be a
ing and sterilizing rooms. The 'perments, fl ished in hardwood.
Another addition which shows heated by steam throughout which women. It will have a capacity of uunner.
sting and sterilizing rooms will be that Hopkinsville is rapidly becorn will be automatically regulated. The from 20,000
The re 'deuce which is now being
to 25 000 cans per day and
Railroad Shops.
built for sirs. Lula R. Shelby will
fitted with tiled floors and waioicot- ing a city of note will be the Ellis same system of automatic ventila- will run practica
Besides these new buildiags, num- also add greatly
lly during the ento the appearance
ing and building throughout w,11 be apartmeete. This [wilding will be tion, which has proven so satisfac- tire
year canning fruits and vege- bers of others are in prospect and in- of South Main street. This will be a
dications are that the already huge two stor'cl frame
constructed on the most approved erected on south Clay street and will tory in the Virginia street school tables in
structure with cothe summer months and sum being
expended will be still fur- lonial frolit and two story
and scientific plans and will be one occupy the ehtire lot between will also be used here. The build- light meats, hominy, etc.,
portico
during the ther increased. Now that it is prac- supporte
d by heavy
of the most complete and up-to-late Eleventh and Twelfth streets and ing will have a slate roof and an es- winter. The capital
stock of this en- tically a certainty that the Frisco main reoeption hall columns. The
will be 24x15
sanitariums iii the State. The yard running back to the Ellis ice factory. pecial feature will be MR large win- terprise
was subscribed entirely by system has secured the Tennessee feet and the entire interior will be
Central Railroad and will exeend the finished in hardwoo
in front has been raised two feet The building wi11 be built of brick, dows, affording both light and venti- Christian county people
d. The residence
and there- line probably
to Evansville. a most will cost 5,500.
above the level of the street. This trimmed in stone and galvanized lation. It will cost $20.000. The cit- fore local interest
centers iii it.
determined effort will be made here
will be surrounded by a stone wall iron. It will cootain nine apart- izens of Hopkinsville are to be conT. J. Tate has materially improved
to secure the location of the shops
ments, each arranged exactly alike. gratulat
Large Warehouse.
ed that the contract for this
and an eight foot concrete walk will
for this city. This road now has no his residence on South Walnut street
Each of these apartments will con- building was closed when it was,
as
The walls of the warehouse which shops nearer than Nashville, and which MI purchased from Walter
lead up to the front entrance. Plans
Willianis1 Not
tain nine rooms with halls, bath thereby at least fifteen per cent.,
or Is being built by the Forbes Manu- as Hopkinsville is just about mid- been repaired, only has the house
were made by Jas. L. Long.
but the grounds also
room, pantry, linen closets, etc., and $3.000 was saved on the contract, as
way between Evansville and Nashfacturin
compan
g
y
at
the
corner
have
been improved.
of ville, it is thought
Western Asylum.
piped for gas and hot and cold water material has advanced fully that
that no serious
Liberty and Eleventh streets are trouble will be experien
Prendo Tate and E. Yancey, who
ced in securThe two new wings of the Western and wired for electric lights and much.siuce the deal was
purchase the Gooch place on East
closed. This about to the height of the second ing this addition.
Kentucky Asylum for the Insane are heated by hot water. The down- now gives to Hopkinsv
Seventh
4reet, have torn away the
ille three floor. The structure is 90x200 feet,
New Residences.
old buildi g which formerly stood
now practically complete, one of stairs rooms will be finished in hard handsome, commodious
and up•to- taking up an entire half a square,
The improvements in the city are there and1 each is making arrangethem havin4been completed some wood and upstairs in pine. Between date public school buildings Which
and will cost approximately $5,000. by no means confined to the business ments for the erection of a residenc
e
thin ago and the other now being each apartment there will be a fire cost at least $75,000. One of
section,
as equally great and notice- on his portion of the lot. The lot
these is It is two stories in height and is a
givon the finishing touches. These wall Which extends above the roof located on north Clay street.
•
one on most substantial building. In the able strides have been made in the has been filed in to the level , of tbp,.
residence section. As in the case street, II6 oral thousand loads
wings cost the stow $76,000 but the and whict. practically xziakee it im- south Virgioiia and the new one
of
on rear and fronting on Eleventh street with the business
houses which are dirt being required.
1411%
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WEATHER IN MAY HANDS CRACKED ELECTRIC RAILWAY HAL
AND PEELED

M

ICA
akes short loads.

AxALE
R1CASE

AS FORECASTED BY REV.
IRL R. HICKS.

loads.

ad light

General and Severe Disturbances are Predicted For
Closing Week.

oil for everything
that runs

WI

Made by ITANUARD OIL CO.

\,04.)figirs

-.:L#Seed(grit
4>stio 314.4.
LI

Mail Welding
wed “dSortsurged
Mammoth Red Cob White Dent\
Thilarxest yielding and rrit,t sattsfactorr
large whoa Corn ottereo.

GOLDEN KING
The best early large yellow.
Write
Fall stock. of other superior sorts.Crops.

for Ha( and prices and improve your

7-EDS

BLUE RIBBON

Are always the most economics' .0 use.
ANADDID GOLD 111:DaL ST. Lente, leod.

Layst stocks of Vtbh aid Fl.we.

Alfalfa, kape, Grass and '7 our: eeds, Seed
Poutoes, cow Peas. Soy kkAno• Mike. So
,
-

Is

(hum, etc.
DISCR I PTIV F. C TA LOGUE MA I LED
OR IT TODAY.
FREE. WRI1 ,

WOOD, STUBS * CO., Seedsmes,
LOULIIVIU.11. 4ICNTUCKY.

(From SaturJay's•Daily)
C. W. Francis. of Mannington and
Miss Addle B. Parker will be mar-

de"

tievisEra
Paint
4,a? lasts for five years or
more. DOnl try to save slow :
/14
(cats per Oallon at tho os.
pesSe of ainy times the amount
mvedVIin wearing quality.
oat vac& war
SALE BY s•zardidd

Planters Hardware Co.
Also Varnishes, Brushes,
Lead, Qils, Turpentine colors in oil Painter's supplies
YOI; CM ME
plAt FACE 15
IT, 11:71
CHI-VS.11

100 Cans if
CHI-NAMEL Free

n1\1 .

an of CHI-NAMEL (the
Chi.i.re colored varnish for floors
and fora. NO v.-111 be ;Iiyris FREE to
each lad)
, housekeeper asking for the
same. , hia free can will color and oaraieh a chair or will give you a good idea
how an old flow- will leek finAcd in
Oak Chi-nainef Boiliug *water or the
blow from a hammer w 11. not turn it
white. Made a all lore; Natural.
(clear). Light 00k, Gel tin Oak. Dark
Oak. Cherry. Mahoga.ly. Rosewood.
Satinwood. (green
sl_t, White and
Black. Full direction/ fcr causiactiug
old furniture and old grit aioocl floors
into the beautiful 14.,:d ced
Then .n t,. If -et/tamale car,aventeed
the Lac leeMerce Jourual.

The, ..,11 go

quickly, so come at once.

Planters Hardware Co.
Main Street.
We promptly obtaki V.5. and Foreign

PATENTS
lend model.sketch or photo Cl imitation for
free report on paten Nifty. For free book,

It=dec.nrIRA E-MARKS

witt

CASNOWt
U C. 'ATE114T

bracing air and rising barometer.
The closing storm period of the
month is central on the 29th, ex-

Will Marry.

wonl

IskamroR

through the Interval between the
20th and 14th, and break out with
renewed energy about the last
named date. Quick change to antiatom conditions—cooler weather,

•

=idsIWO Nice ps spicit
isa tor Paint itselT and
au0 Is apply poor
wear over
eytor so,es for

igjel

may will Tell with cooler, cleariiig weather. About the 4th there
"About a year ago my hands began
will be a decided change to warmer. to crack and peel. I tri id many remeA series of rain, hail, witid and thun- dies, but they grew worse all the time.
At last they beder storms will begir., repeating
came so sore that
it
was impossible,
theinselvee in many lecalitiee for
for me to do my
up
to
day.
leading
several successive
housework. If
I put my hands in
the Stn or 9th. Along with the riswater, I was in
ing,barometor and clearing weather,
agony for hours;
.and
if I tried to
at the cessation of this storm period,
cook over the stove, the heat
frosts may be looked for in many caused intense pain. I consulted a
doctor, but his prescriptions were
central to Northern sections.
utterly useless. I gave him up and
About the 15th reactionary storm tried another, but without the least
About six weeks ago I
satisfaction.
conditions will reappear, culminatgot my first relief when I purchased
ing in thunder and rain storms, to be Cuticura Soap and Ointment. After
followed by much cooler weather for using them for a week, I found to my
great delight that my hands were
twO or three days. The next storm beginning to feel much better, the
cracks began to heal up and
deep
period will be central on the 18th,
stop running, and to-day my hands
covering the 17th to the 20th. Look are entirely well, the one cake of
for much rain, with thunder and Cuticura Soap and one box of Cuticura
Ointment being all that I used.
wind storms.
(signed) Mrs. Minnie Drew, 18 Dana
Roxbury Mass."
St.,
Light disturbances may continue

tending from the 27th to the 31st.
lianeral and possibly aevere disturb.
ances may be expected.

ApplYinq
Paint %1

— Grew Worse Under Doctors—
Could Not Do Any Housework,

ANOTHER WONDERFUL
CURE BY CUTICURA

wheels.

Sold Evierywh•ro.

k

Suffered for One Year — Water
Caused Agony, Heat Intense Pain

nr..ICE

sA SHINGTON.D.C.

ried tonight at Crefton. Rev. Weir
will perform the ceremony.

SPECIAL CLUBBING
OFFER!
The Twice-a-Week Republic,of St.
Louis, the best semiweekly newspaper in the country, and Farm Progressoktperica's leading Agricultural
and home monthly, will be sent to
any address, or to separate addresses
when so requested, for Si a year.
The Twiee a Week Republic for
near a century has earned and MP intamed the confidence of half a million readers. It covers the news of
the world thoroughly and accurately
and issues special state editione,esch
containing the latest and most reliable reports of the particular locality
in which it circulates. Its special
departments are edited by experts,
and its artists and contributors are
among the best in the country. It is
published every Tuesday and Thur.Jay—eight pages each issue, sixteen
pares a week.
Farm Progress. issued on the Bret
Thursday of every month, contains
sixteen pages or more full, standard
size newspaper pages, filled with uptodate farm literature, and special
departtnents for the tome, fashions,
hoys and girls, fiction. etc. It is publiohed by The Republic—a guarantee
of its excellect and high character.
It will peaky lit to take advantage
of this special offer now. USe this
ORDER BLANK.

ONE NIGHT TREATMENT
For Sore Hands and Feet
with Cuticura
•
Soak the hands or feet on retiring
in a strong, hot, creamy lather of
Cuticura Soap. Dry and anoint freely
with Cuticura Ointment,the great skin
cure. Wear on the hands during the
night old,loose gloves,or bandage the
feet lightly in old, soft cotton or linen.
/ihrulerlt, aud PM. are no:d throughoul
the wor'd /*otter Drug &Chem.l'on-p.,Soli. Pr..0
cir Scud for"How to Cu.. whin& 64.sly

P.O
No

State

As
Guardian,
Trustee, Agent, etc.
rest upon

Au electric railroad (coin EvansDid., to Bowling Green, Ky..
by way of this city is the latest railville,

way enterprise talked about.
Maj. John W. Breathitt has re.

FIRST MORTGAGE
REAL ESTATE II0N05.

ceived the following letter from
Harris F. Holland, president of the
Holland Palace Car Company, of

Funds and Faithful Perforthance as

Indianapolis. Ind:
Postmaster,

Executor and Adminlatrator
Secured by

Hopkinsville, Ky.
Dear Sir:
ple of your section are very desirous
of having an electric railway between

PLANTERS BANK &,.TRUST

Evansville, Ind., and Bowling °teen
Ky., via Hopkinsville, Henderson

J. F. Carnett, Pres.

and Madisonville. I would like to
have an expression from yourself
and some of your prominent business
men in regard to the feeling of the
people generally for such a road,and
would ask that you show this letter
to, such business men as you think
would be interested, with a request
that they write me their opinion on
the matter as early as possible.
"Thanking you in advance for
your courtesy, I am, Yours truly,
"HARRIS F. HOLLAND."
osa
("AS.III
trJr Wt.
The Kind You Hate Always Bouet
Bears the
Bignsihere

1,44:e

1

Capital Stock and Do41e Liability
of Stockholders.

I have been informed that the peo-

B. Trice, Cashier.

W. T. TANDY, I

E. B. LONG,
Pres.

JAS A YOUNG,Jr
Asst. Cashier

Cashier.

The CITY BANN
Capital
•
$60,000.00
Surplus and Undivided Prckits•••$70,000.00
The surplus of this bank i$ larger than that of all other
Banks in Christian county combined; and in Iproportion to Capital ranks
among the first in the State of Kentucky. lery dollar of this surplus has
been earned, indicating the success and stren th of this institution.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

CORK LIN ID

People on Butler Road Request an Extension Of
The Service.

Postmaster Breathat's report of
Christian county rural routes during
the month of April follows:
Delivered.
Route:
No. 1
4 324
" 2 ....6,335.
"3
5 918
4 231
"4
la 5
8,325
6
.1,712

When you buy a Refrigerator a
your dealer if it is cork-lined.
It has been conclusively proven
that granulated corh is the best;no

Collected
1183
740
674
809
385
250

conductor of heat and cold
That's a feature you want all
frigeratars to have
It is the most IMPORTANT feature.
Then if your dealer buys in lar e
quantities and discounts his bil s
YOu can count on buying them right.
for these items set the price.

Total
3.741
25,845
The people who live along the Butler road are signing a petition requesting the establishtnent of ft rural
route
On the 23rd ink., star route No. 1,
from Hopkinsville to Biltmart iii
Todd county, will be discontinued,
and mail will be taken only,as far as

The North Star
Refrigerator

Laytonsville. The people of Braman will get their mail at Elkton.
The mail will leave Hopkinsville
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday of

is both cork-lined and we buy them
In big lots. With ice at 20c and 25c
per 100 lbs Refrigerators are within the reach of all.

CATARRH TROUBLES
PREVALENT.

We Handle Lawson's A Grade Cooler
With Telegraph Faucet

THOROUGHBREDS.

and sell them right.
Call and get our prices on both.

4. Forbes Mfg. Co.

The Kind You Ilan Always Bought

•

•

•

*93

•

•

9119
.
910
*

•

•
•

•
,•

... .
•

•

•

•

530
343.
3. 4:31,C
4.3*

DELIVERIES HAVE BEEN
LARGE DURING MONTH

T.

smasisissagoleememiseatigiA.

All
Trust
Funds

From Evansville, Ind., to
Bowling Green Via Hopkinsville

ON RURAL ROUTES sapaipa3933ii• al: ••

NOTE—If you want only the
Spring Months Cause Catarrh.
Twice-a-Week Republic the price is
Breathe Hyomei, and be Cured.
95c a year. The price of Farm Prowtf
gress alone is 10c a year.
Catarrhal troubles are more cornman at this season than any other
time of the year. The sudden changes that come during the spring
Barred and Wite Plymouth Rooks months are productive of many cases
bred to higl, quality; excellent lay- of catarrh that without proper treaters and as a general purpose fowl ment will become chronic.
they stand unexcelled. Telephone
The pleasantest, most convenient,
or write me before place your order. and only scientific method for the
Daniel Suburban Poultry Yards,
treatment and cure of catarrh, is
C. L DANIEL, Prop. Hyomei. Simply put twenty drops
wtf
In the little pocket inhaler that
EGO SETTINOS—Rose Comb, comes with every outfit, and then
Leghorns and Barred Ply mouth breathe it for three minutes four
Rocks, 60 cents per :setting. Home times a day.
C. W. Hisgen.
phone 1387. wtit
The complete Hyomei outfit costs
but one dollar, and as the inhaler will
last a lifetime and there is sufficient
Hyomei for several weeks' treatment, it is the most economical caand
Children.
For Infants
tarrhal remedy known. Extra bottle can be procured for 60 cents. Ask
L. L. Elgin to show you the strong
Boars us
Atil!,,
a guarantee under which be malls HySignature of
Welk.
ouzel.

CASTOR IA

flair Renewer

Always restores color to gray hair, all the dark,rich color It used
td have. The hair stops falling, grows long and heavy, and all
dandruff disappears. An elegant dressi ig."--1714=017=.7.°1',`"

IN THIS RECION IS LATEsT
PROJECT.

each week, going to and retnrniog
The Republic, St. Louis, Mo:
Inclosed find $1 for which send The from Laytonsville.
Twice-a-Week Republic and Farm
Progress one year to
Name,

VEGICTABLE SICILIAN

^

4
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ANOTHER NEW BANKING BUILDING
Will BE ERECTED ON MAIN STREET

A COUGH
CONUNDRUM

STRONG SERMON

1

When is a cough more
than a cough?
When it's a settled cold. THE NEW BISHOP VISITS
When it hangs on in spite of HOPKINSVILLE PARISH.
Contract Closed by City Bank With Forbes Mfg. Co.--Fur- all you can do.
Cough mixther Bounds In Hopkinsville's Construction Boom.
tures won't cure it because
they are merely for a cough
and this is something more. Delivers Strong Sermons
And Administers Rite of
The City Bank this morning closed bank will be moved to the Summers
Scott's Emulsion cures the
buildin
g which it will then occupy cough because it cures
Confirmation.
a contract with the Forbes Manufactthe
uring company for the remodeling of until the work is completed. The something more.
It heals
their present bank building on the contract for the banking fixtures has and
repairs the inflamed
corner of Main and Seventh streets. riot yet been let.
tissues_ where the cold has The Rt. Rev. Charles Edward
Bud Hooser is having a $1,0110frame taken root and preve
The building will be chenged comnts its Woodcock, bishop of the diocese of
pletely, being extended back to cover cottage erected on Twenty Stcond coming back.
Kentucky, visited the Hopkinsville
the entire depth of the lot. It will Street.
A similar building is being erected
remain a two story building, the entire lower floor being occupied by for George Collins on South Virginia
bank and the second by offices as at street.
V. M. Williamson is erecting a cotpresent, but the front will be chatiged
completely, being of solid stone and tage on O'Neil avenue which cost $1,-

We'll send you a sample free upon request.
1-Corr & PoWNE.409 Pearl Street, New York.

NotesAbout People

II

1
11

parish Saturday and Sunday and
was cordially welcomed not only by
the parishioners but by citizens irrespective of denominational lines. All

pretty line of new
d signs in Carpets,
ugs and Linoleums
st received, and you
ould not fail to see
this stock before maki g a purchase.

who met him gained an indelible im(From Monday's Daily)
pression of his strength and sweetMason ;Bramham is visiting his ness of character, magnet
resembling the Cumberland 'Tele- 000.
ic personJ. K. Twytnan is adding to Twy- parents, Maj. and Mrs. J. U. Brain- ality and fine intellectuality, and
phone building in style of architectham.
ure. The work will be begun at once man's addition by the erection of a
those who were fortunate enough to
R. P. Roper, of Providence, Ky., is
$1,000
cottage
.
on the addition in the rear of the
hear him preach were charmed with
L. H. Davis is having considerable visiting in the city.
present bulidiug and until this is
his genuine power of pulpit utterance.
work done on his residence on East
Dr. D. E. Bell, of eiracey, was in
Main Stree
completed the bank will not be reHe speaks with a delightful fluency
Hopitinsville,Ry
Seventh street. adding a room and the city today.
moved. Wheu it becomes necessary otherwise improv
and
his style is epigrammatic and
ing the exterior of I Rev. H.
C. McGill, of Howell,
41-4-0-•-•-••••••••-0-04-4"
to begin work on the interior the his residence.
forceful. His discourses Sunday
spent the day here today.
were not tissues of thin-spun theoGentry Wadlington spent Sunday
s•-•++++44++44-•444.4
logical dogmas, but inspiring appeals
with friends in Cadiz.
for right living and unwavering alleMiss Irma Goodwin has returned
giance to the cause of Christ. That
to Cerulean after visiting friends and
he is a man of large abilities and librelatives here.
Shirt Making Department
eral learning, earliest sincerity and
James Bramhatn, who is visiting
,
Will be a Feature.
here, will leave tonight for Owens sound common dense and that his
ministry in his high office will nave I
boro to spend a few days.
Manager H. L. McPherson,of
W. H. Bickers has completed ara
salutary influence and profoundly
Arthur Barber and Carroll Hunter
the tabernacle, has deciaed, afrangements for an up-to-date shirt
touch
of
the life of his diocese is not to
Provid
ence,
spent
Sunday iu the
ter canvassing the community,
city.
making establishing which he will
be
doubte
d. The mantle of Bishop
to announce that the spring
open in the Flack building on Ninth
Dudley could not have fallen on
I Will Kinamons, of Louisville,
musical festival is an assured
is
in the city.
street early in June. He has already
worthier shoulders, and Dr. Woodevent.
engaged his workmen and purchased
cock
is splendidly fitted in every way
E.
T.
Libby,
of Princeton, MO., is
Contracts with the First Reg+ among the visitors to the city.
his outfit and material. In conneccarry
to
on and add to the beloved
Handsome Imported
inient band of Ohio, soloists
tion with this enterprise he will carprelate's great work.
I Lee Watkins, of Gracey,
and noted artists will be closed
was in
and Domestic
ry a line of fine shoes and gent's furtown this morning.
The congregations that heard Bishat once. The festival will be
nishings.
James Y. Cabiniss, of Evansville, op Woodcock's sermons at Grace I
New
extensively advertised and prois in the city.
church tested its seating capacity
and Up-to-Da
mises to be a great success.
Saved by Dynamite.
and More attentive or appreciative
Sometimes, a flaming city is saved 4-1-44-4÷4+4444-6-444-.++4-44+444- f Judge H. C. McGehee, of Gracey,
spent Sunay in the city.
And Pretty
audiences mver assembled in the
by dynamiting a space that,the fire
Stock of
cannot cross. Sometimes, a cough
S. W. Corban, of Clarksville, is in auditorium.The services were beaut•
bangs on 80 long, you feel as if nailtown.
iful and impressive and the singing
ling but dynamite would cure it. Z. T.
Mrs. Thomatt W. Long, of Hopkins- was unusually sweet and delightful.
Gray, of Caltoini, Ga., writes: "My
villa, is the guest of Mrs. John P. t The bishop's morning discourse had
Wife had a very aggravated cough,
Campbell, at tier home on Broadway. as its text Ephesians
We re eive new goods daily.
V;14—"Christ
which kept her awake nights. Two
Mrs. Long has visited in Paducah
all and see us.
Shall Give Thee Light" and the
physicians could not help her; co
before and 18 popular here.—Paducah
II be took Dr. King's New Discovery
transla
tion
of
the
Christ
-light
Into
a
News-Democrat.
for Consumption, Coughs and Colds,
career and a ministry was the theme.
Mrs. S. S. Watkins left yesterday
which eased her cough, gave her
for Hopkinsville, where she will at- It was a powerful plea for noble, vsesleep, and finally cured her." Strict
Corner 9th and Main Sta.
ful lives and an excoriation of triflers
tend the Minty-Elliott wedding
ly scientific cure for bronchitis and
on
La Grippe. At L. L. Elgin and AndTaesday.—Owensboro Messenger.
and slanderers and of meanness and
erson & Fowler's drug store, price 60c Matter is Brought up Before
Rev. Aaron Williams, of Guthrie, elfishness. At night Bishop Woodend $1 00; guarente3d. Trial bottle
Judge Cochran.
spent Sunday in the city.
cock's sermon was on love, being an
free.
Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Anderson, of elaboration of the idea that we are
Not a Candidate.
LONDON. Ky., May 8.—Over the Oweusboro, are visitin
g their daugh- not here to get but to give, and tnat
protests of the prosecution, Judge ter, Mrs. 4. C. Hardwick, and son, the only mau
who is fulfilling his
Judge Wallace Hancock has de- Cochra
n, on motion of the attorneys James H. Anderson.
mission is the one that contributes
01ded that he has worn the Miele( for
the defense, today granted the
Miss Berta Willis, of Clarksville, as much as he is able
to making the
ermine long eeough add at the expitranscript of the case of Caleb Pow- is the guest of Miss Johnnie Beard. world better
and happier.
ration of his present term a ill not
ers, charged with complicity in the
A. B. Anderson will leave this aftAt the conclusion of his discourse
ask for re-election. The fight for his
murder of Gov. Goebel, from the ernoon for Tate Springs,Tenn., where the rites
of confirmation was adminsuccesoor is already on and the fact
Scott circuit court to the federal dis- he will spend the summer. He own istered to a
class of five.
the amusement privileges at this
that Col. John P. Williams has been
trict court for the Eastern district
Saturd
ay
aftern
oon a reception was
popula
r southern resort.
getting his hand in along judicial
of Kentucky. and will docket the
tendered Bishop Woodcock at Hotel
lines of late, has naturally put him
case for trial. The defense asked for
or
Free medical advice. Men and wo- Latham by the members of the
among the most favorable aspirants
a writ of habeas cum cause demand- men suffering from chronic
diseases church and a large number of persons
mentioned ler the position.—Cadiz
tug the immediate trial of Powers are invited to consult Dr. Pierce, were present
. It was a thoroughly
Record.
here. The defense contended that Buffalo, N. Y., by letter, absolutely enjoyable event.
without fee or charge. For more
the federal court should take jurisThu Rt. Rev. Dr. Woodc3ck was
than thirty years as chief consuRing
diction for two reasons. One is that physician to the
Invalids' Hotel and born in New Britain Conn., about
they claim that the United States Surgical Institute of Buffalo, N. Y., fifty years ago.
He received his ecgovernment, through the attorney Doctor Pierce his devoted himself to clesiastical educat
ion in Berkeley
general and postmaster general, rec- the treatment and cure of chronic Divinity school
at Middletown,
forms of disease. Assisted by his
ognized W. S. Taylor as governor at
staff of nearly a scorn of physicians, Conn., and in 1884 was made assistthe tints Power's pardon was issued,
each man a specialist, his success ant in Grace church, Baltimore,
-anti 14##cord, that Powers' constituhas been phenomenal, ninety-eight which position he held
Breathit County Judge Will tional rights
for four years.
have been violated in persons in every
hundred treated be- He then became
his former trials.
rector of Ascension
Soon be Liberated.
ing absolutely and altogether cured.
•-•
Women have especially availed church at New Haven,Conn.,and afLEX INCITON. Ky., May s—Judge
themselves of Dr. Pierce's offer of ter four years was made rector of
free
consultation by letter, thereby Christ church, Ansonia,Conn. There
Parker today fixed'
Judge James
avoiding the unpleasant question- he remained for
Margie' bail at $25,0J0. He will give
twelve years. About
ings, the obnoxious examinations,
five years ago he became rector of St.
it and be released from Custody.
Of Tax Supervisors Named and odious local, treatments considered necessary by some practitioners. John's church in Detroit. This is
By the Mayor.
Crop Conditions.
Over half a million women have been the largest Episcopal church between
treated by Dr. Pierce and his staff New York and the Pacific cost, and
(From Monday's Daily.
for diseases peculiar to women, with has a membership
The monthly report of the Mete
of about 1,600.
Mayor Henry today appointed the unvary
ing success. Write without
agricultural departmeut, issued by
He is a man of striking personal
following board of city tax supervis- fear as without fee. Every
letter is
Commissioner Vreelaud, says in
ors: Moses L. Eib, R. C. Hardwick treated as strictly private and sacred- appearance, with a strong, attractive
brief that the condition of wheat has
face.
His visits to Hopkineville
and W. A. P'Pool. They will meet ly confidential, and all answers are
moved up two points since the April
sent in plain envelopes, bearing no will always be looked forward to as
'Thursday to go over the assessor's
Organized In 186.
report. It was not sufficiently ad-.
printing upon them. Addrees Dr. R. events of marked interest and already
books.
he has won the love and admiration
V.
Pierce
World'
,
s
vanced to be materially injured by
Dispen
sary Med—.wee
of all with whom he has come in con
Those desiring life insurance will ical Association, Buffalo, N. Y.
the late frosts. A full crop of oats
tact.
find
it
to
their
interes
t to investigate
ham been seeded. The condition of
the plans aad record of the Mutual C. A. R. Stafe Encampment
rye 18 very satisfactory. Peache
Broke Her Wrist.
s, Benefit Life Insurance Company, of
-HENRY C.
ANT, PRESIDENT.
strawberries, grapes and early gar- Newark, N. J.
Capt. M. Minton, W. G. Foree and
No STOCKHOLDERS.
E E. McP ERSON, CASHIER.
dens were damaged by the frosts. All profits divided among policy Capt. J. H. Browning, of
Mrs. George V. Green, while iii her
Louisville,
H. L. Mc EASON, ASST.;CASHIER.
Wivnat condition, 92; rye condition, holders. It is conspicuous for eco- a committee of the
flower garden yesterday morning:
Kentu
cky
denomica
manag
l
ement
liberal
ity
of
86; oats, acreage, 100; prospective
ITH the largest co billed capital
leaning over a border lost her balpartment of the Grand Army
and surplus of any bank
of the
its policy contract, fair dealings with
tmn Christian county, we are prepared
acreage corn, 100.
Repebl
and
ance
io,
fell,
are
breaki
in
to offer our canto.
ng
one
of
commun
its members and large annual diviher
ication with
mere every facility in the conduc
t of their business, and
dends to reduce cost of your Insur- the citizens of Elizabethtown elth wrists.
prompt, courteous treatoent in every detail.
ance.
the view of holding the 1806 encatil
pDeWi
tt
;l
a
Salv
o
H.D. WALLACE, Agent.
ment Of the U. A. R. likthat city.
retries,Owe%Sem

MD.BICKERS'STORE

T. M. JONES,

SPRING
MUSICAL
FESTIVAL

Spring
Millinery

PATTERN HATS

Ready-to-Wrar Hats

MOTION TO
TRANSFER POWERS '
CASE SUSTAINED

Children's Headwear

CAMPBELL 0. CO.,

4)444'14(4

Strar Mattings,
c a yard.
Cotton Warp Mattings,
5c a Up.

Windbiw
ocSh
u ades,

S/5,000 BAIL IS
GRANTED HARGIS.

Curtain Poles,
10c Up.

The Racket ,
Joe
P P'Pool, Mgr.

CITY BOARD

mt:
WAWA PtliCMWARW RPAPAIV1#

•
411
BANK OF HOPKINSVILLE
Capital Stock Paid In
Surplus

w

Punfrotarmicria

.

•

$100,000.00
$32,000.00

I)
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Lion Co

States
of America

The greatest nation in the world is
the greatest consumer of coffee.

Lion Coffee

;CITY FATHERS MEET
SALE OF THE SEWERAGE
FRANCHISE INVALID.

City Assessment Reported-Agreement With Electric
Light Company.

Is the standard beverage of every
state and territory of the Union.
It's pure—that's why.

(From Saturday's Daily)
The city council met last night in
diff
at
regular session with Mayor Henry in
the chair and the following councilProfessional Cards men present: Whitlow, Galbreath,
Davis, Twyman, Benton and Glass.
=1
,,n11,41. eIrd eit„zritl.petr.ant
las

EDWARD S. LONG,

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Removed to Hopper building. cor
Ler 6th and Main Sts.

After the reading of the minutes the
reports of the auditor and treasurer,
chief if police, judge,engineer, work-

Is

$1000 REWARD
otT.31.,si as a guarantee that neitliol

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
N.)11
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery

INON FIRST HONORS

contains alcohol, opium. or any hartnful
drug. Any one publishing false state- KENTUCKY WOMAN
LEADS
ments concerning their Ingredients will
be prosecuted. -Doctor Pierce's Family
DENTAL GRADUATES.
Remedies are compounds of medicinal
principles, scientifically extracted from
native roots that cure the diseases for
which they are recommended. They are
medicines which have enjoyed the public
confidence for over a third of a century.
ill Locate In Christian
They are medicines not beverages, made
to satisfy a craving for "booze."
County to Practice Her
"Golden Medical Discovery" regulates
and invigorates stomach,liver and bowels,
Profession.
and cures dyspepsia, purifies the blood
and tones up the system generally.
'Favorite Prescription" curio, female
weakness, irregularities, exhausting
drains, painful periods and kindred ail(From Friday's Daily)
ments peculiar to women. Accept no
substitute for these medicines, each of
At last night's commencement exwhich has a record of marvelous cures.
Substitution means selfishness on the ercises of the University of Tennespart of the dealer who is looking for the
see Dental Department, in Nashgreater profit on an Inferior article.
"Our daughter who was attending college
became very nervous and we were advised ville, the first honor medal was
to try Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription."
writes Mrs. M. C. Fox, of 57 E. Leonard St... awarded to Mrs. Mae Louise Neville,
Grand Rapids. Mich. "We did so and then
you advised us to get the 'Golden Medical of Christian county. She graduated
Discovery' also. She took four bottles of
the 'Prescription' and three of the 'Golden first in a class of thirty-four, her
Medical Discovery, and you never saw such
a change In a person. She said she did not mark for the three years' course befeel like the same person. She was about
seventeen years old at the time. twill gladly ing 1,165j-2 out of a possible 1,200.
recommend Dr. Pierce's medicines to every
one. I advise parents who have young Her mark is the highest ever made
daughters who suffer from nervous troubles
to try Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription at In the university.

house superintendent, and cemetery
Leslie Haydon sexton were arproved and filed. The
clerk, R. C. West, reported that he once. I am sure It will help them."
Mrs. Neville is the wife of Dr. W.
GIVEN AWAY, In copies of
had on April 22nd., sold to R. C.
,000 The
People's Common Sense
Insurance. Real Estate Hardwick and . others the sewer Medical Adviser, a book that told to the ex- H. Neville, formerly of Sebree and
tent of 500,000 copies • few
later of Paducah. She will join her
ABSTRACTS AND LOANS.
franchise recently ordered sold. Jno. years ago. at $1.10 per copy.
Last year we gave away
husband in the practice of denistry
Office No. 206, North Main street, B. Russell representing E. E. Watts 130,000
these
invaluaworth of
ble books. This year we shall
Hopkinsville, Ky.
in this county.
and others objected to the sale's be- give away 160.0M worth of
them. Will you share in this
Allen G. Hall, formerly of Chrising confirmed on the ground that it benefit? If so. 'end only Fl
one-cent stamps to cover cost
tian
county, delivered the annual
had not been properly advertised. F. of mailing only for book in
stiff paper covers. or 31 stamps
address
to the graduates. In referR.C.Hardrepresenting
for
cloth-bound.
Address
Dr.
GENERAL INSURANCE. L.Wilkinson
IL V. Pierce. buffalo. N. Y.
ring
to
Mrs.
Neville he wittily called
and
present
was
others,
wick
and
Office with E. S. Long, attorney
s
attention to the fact that people do
Hopkinsville, Ky.
stated that Mr. Hardwick was willbest those things with which they
ing to take the sale and build the
L Yontei.

L. YONTS & CO

$50

LONG & COOPER,

T. D. RUDD,
Physician di Surgeon
Office In McDaniel Block
Corner Sixth and Main Ste.
Both Telephones.

S. G. BUCKNER,
Farmers' Insurance
REAL ESTATE.
Collections and Loans
Tel. 806-1
Hunter Wood,

Court Street.
Hunter Wood Jr

Hunter Wood al Son
Attys-at-Law.
Office in Hopper Block upstairs
over Planters Bank.
HOPKINSVILLE, : KENTUCKY
"Special attention tc oases in
bankruptcy.

DR. J. S. TOPMILLER,
Veterinary Physician
and Surgeon
Office at Cooper's Stable.

Dr. R. L. Bradley
Veterinary Surgeon
Graduate of Ontario Veterinary College, Toronto, Canada.

HopkinsvIlle, Kentucky.
Specialist in Surgery, Foot and Leg Lameness and Dentistry. Castration of Stallions;
firing by a new process. Very special surgical operations for the cure of Spaying and
Saringhalt. Nenrotomy for the cure of
.ameness in Navioular diseases. Office at
Curtis Skerritt'a livery stable, East Ninth
strek I. near L.& N.depot

TELEPHONE I 45.
All calls by letter or; telephoneEpromptly
attended to

W.H.SHANKL1N
Manufacturer and Dealer iii
FOREIGN AND AMERICAN

Marble and Granite
Monuments.
Also sell Corn ati Hay
No. 210 North Main St.
HOPKINSVILLE, - KENTUCKY

system. The council called upon the
city attorney, Mr. Hanbery, for an

Commissioner's
Sale.

are most familiar. He therefore understood how it was part of the divine plan that women should have

Painless, Nate

I Childbirth.

Baby's coming into the world should be preceded by a certain preparation on
the part of every woman who expects to become a mother. She owes It as a
duty to her unborn liaise, and to herself; lvr duty to her unborn babe is to use
every nieant within her power to aid his e strance into the world. Baby cannot
help himself in this ordeal, therefore mother must. He has a hard enough time
after hit arrival, so let us make his coming easy. His health in after lite depends
greatly upon the manner of his coming : would you have your child a cripple or
would you have him a tow1r of strength? Strong men are but
grown-up children; a lam us surgeon in Vienna is devoting his
life-work to the cure o little helpless cripples, deformed by
birth; do not allow yo4r child to become a cripple.

Mother's Friend
Is a liniment *Filch will forestall any possibility of accident et
birth; that i, it relaxes all the abdonimal muscles and tissues,
and permits IA an easy access to the child. It eases the inotber'S
pain, and So assists nature that when baby comes be starts
out in li with a constitution well able to fight life's hatless
and to Eloom into strong pure manhood that is the comfort
end delight of every true mother's heart.
One &liar is the price at all drug stores. Send for oaf
book on'" Motherhood." It is tree.

Bredfkid Regulator Co.Attrb
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It's Mere
Child's Play
To select your Wall Paper at
our store—we 1?rave such a variety to choose from—so many
pleasing decorattve schemes to
propose. Then you are sure of
getting your papers here at the
right prices. We are always
prepared to offer the latest
styles at the lowest prices.
Come and judge for yourself.

opinion as to the legality of the sale. Christian Circuit Court, Kentucky
something to do with operating upon
On his statement that it was not le- Kate E. Baker. Admr.,et al )
against
- Equity the mouth. The
medical profession
gal, the sale, on motiou, was rejected
R. H. Baker, et al.
demanded,
however,
the greatest seordered
reprice
purchase
and the
By virtue of a judgment and order
turned to Mr. Hardwick. Mr. Rus- of sale of the Chr:stian Circuit crecy and the physician should treat
sell then asked the council to readver- Court, rendered at the February as sacredly confidential those things
term thereof, 1905, in the above rega'rding the past lives or other perdee and sell the same franchise and
cause, I shall proceed to offer for sonal matters of
their patients; he
ordered
adveron motion same was
sale, at the court house door in Hoptised and sold, the purchaser to pay kineville, Ky., to the highest and therefore could see a great barrier
the expense of same and the sale was best bidder, at public auction, on and objection to them entering mad-Monday the 6th day of June, icine.
set for May 27.
1905,
between the hours of 11 a. m.
The water and light committee reand 2 p. tn. (being County Court Time Tried and Merit Proven
Electric
agreement
the
ported the
day) upon a credit of six and twelve
One Minute Cough Curelis right on ++++++++++++++++44
Light company was willing to make, motiths,the following described prop- time when it comes to curing Coughs,
which was a reduction in the rate to erty, to-wit:
Croup, Whooping Cough, etc. It is
Being a flue tract of farming land perfectly harmless, pleasant to take
$75 per light on 75 lights or more,and
in the southern part of Criristian and is the children's favorite Cough
the council directed the city attor.41P A fitting climax to a
Couoty, Kentecky, composed of sev- Syrup. Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
ney to draw up a contract with the eral small tracts lying contiguous to
good dinner,a pleasant
lighting company to take effect on each other and making one farm of
33814 acres, lying on the waters of
June 1st.
companion for a drive
The Hopkinsville Canning com- Sinking Fork of Little river, and
more accurately described 83 follows,
pany, the I.mperial Tobacco comand a helper in solving
viz:
pany and the American Snuff comFirst tract—Beginning at a black Mrs. Zadle Jackson Dies Afproblems when at your
ter Long Illness.
pany were exempted from taxation locust, at a gate: thence S. 13,l4 poles
for a period of five years on their W.78 poles to a stake in a field;
deli. H. L. Lebltuechthence S. 75 E. 2184 poles to a stake
(From Friday's Daily)
plants and machinery.
and pointer; thence N. 7 W . 111,14
Mrs. Zadie Jackson, a noble ChrisHealth Officer Woodard asked the
er, Maker
poles to two post oaks, McCarty's
council for an appropriation to se- corner in Buckner'a line; thence N. tian woman who resides in Christian
.
4
cure the services of a sanitarium in- 48 W. 180 poles, passing Buckaer's county, near White Plains, died last 4++++++++.4444444444++44-4444+++.4444444444+444+•+.
spector for the next thirty days. The corner, to the beginning, containing evening after protracted illness. She
112% acres, and being the tract of was sixty-eight years of age and
request was granted.
land purchased by L. Bryant from J.
mother of Dr. J. B. Jackson and
The mayor appointed a committee
E. Lander by duly recorded deed.
to destroy the 122 bond coupons
Second tract—Beginning at a black Charlie Jackson, of this city, and
which had been paid and Council- locust at the gate, N. W. corner to Mrs. Jap Sisk. Funeral services will
men Whitlow and Davis destroyed No. 2; thence with line of No.2 S. 84 be held this afternoon and the reE. 163 poles to a stake E. of the gate, mains will be interred in the family
Same.
Buckner's corner; thence with his burying grounds.
The report of City Assessor R. L. line N. 20)4 W.179%
poles to a stake
Boulware was made. It shows the in the middle of the Cadiz road, Bilious Bill was getting bloated,
assessment to be follows:
road, Buckner's corner; thence with And his tongue was muchly coated.
WHITE
the middle of said road S. 804 W. 77 i'atent "tonics" wouldn't cure him,
Real estate, $1,781,030; personalty,'poles to a stake in the middle of said Companies would not insure him.
$675,075; total, 92,456,105; tithes, 1025. road; thence S. 59W. 137 poles to the All his friends were badly frightened
COLORED.
beginning. containing 110yi acres, But their spirits soon were lighted,
Real estate, $198,680; personalty, being the same tract conveyed to L. For Bill said—and they believed him,
$6,115; total, $203,795; tithes, 822.
Bryant by M. E. Lauder by duly re- EARLY RISER pills relieved him.
The total assessment of white and corded deed.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
colored citizens amounts to $2,659,900,
Third tract—Beginning at a black
with 1815 tithes.
locust at a gate. isomer of lots 2 and 3
The street committee reported the in the divisions of the lands of S. S.
acceptance of H. D. Wallace's prop- Lander; thence with a line of No. 3
(From Friday's Daily.)
osition in reference to widening Sev- N. SE. 137 poles to a stake in the
Col. Jouett Henry spent yesterday
enteenth street and the work Is be- middle of the Cadiz road, N. W.cor- in Nashville.
ing done.
ner of No. 8; thence with the road S.
Moses L. Elb and Ell Berry reSO% W.80 poles to two black oaks,S.
turned from Nashville this mornW. corner to Mrs. Ford's dower;
ing.
thence with her line S.8W.233 poles
to a stake in Dillard's line; thence S.
Mrs. M. J. Underwood went to
71!-,i E.62 poles to a black oak, Dil Madisonville this morning to visit
First Kentucky Cavalry U. lard's
corner in aline of No.1; thence
with said line and line of lot No.2 N her sister, Mrs. Virginia Jones.
C. V.
12,14 E. 130 poles to the beginning,
Judge Joe McCarron returned toSuccessor to Golay & Brame. Cor. 7th 1 Vir. Sts.
(miming 116 acres, and being the
day from a business trip to Louisconveyed
to
L.
Bryant
by
same
tract
Veterans of Capt. H. C. Leaven's
Arabella Lander by duly recorded ville
old company its earnestly requested deed.
to meet me in Hopkinsville on Sat- All of the foregoing three tracts Miss Tony Ware has returned from
For a nice drive, up-to-date rigs and notation' attentloa give

I HOPPER SA, KITCHEN

Gold
PEACE AFTER PAIN Standard
5C

Cigar

L

George W. Young.
Will store your stoves this
summer and return them
promptly in the fall in good
good shape.

Personal Notes.

Cumb. Phone 185-3

ATTENTION COMPANY H,

1,000
Spring and
Summer Styles
•

Of Imported Goods
Suitable for

,....PANTS AND SUITS
Suits Ranging from $16 Up.
Pants $6.00 Up.
Call early and get first choice.

Cleaning. Pressing and
Repairing a Specialty.

BRAME'$ STABLE

LIVERY AND FEED STABLE

urday, May 18th, at 10 o'clock a. in.,
to complete the muster roll of our
old company.
Thos. M, Barker,
Lieutenant Commanding.

Avoid all drying inhalants and in settlement of certain debts.

use that which cleanses and heals
the membrane. Ely's Cream Balm
Is such a remedy and cures Catarrh
easily and pleasantly. Cold in the
head vanishes quickly. Price 50 cents
at druggists or by mail.
Phoenix Block
Home Phone 1i46.
Catarrh caused difficulty in speaking and to a great extent loss of hearPARKE '
ing. By the use of Ely's Cream Balm
HAIR BALSAM
dropping of mucous has ceased,voice
Clemons and beautifies the halt
Promotes a luxuriant growth
Never Palls to Restore Gray and hearing have greatly improved.
Nair to it. Youthful Color.
Curet scalp Mosses h hair hdlidwg.
J. W.Davidson, Att'y at Law, Monsad
sa
mouth, Ill.

W A McPherson

a visit to Florida and and Cuba.
being the same land that was devised
to Kate E. Baker for life with the John H. Russell spent yesterday in
remainder to her children by the will Nashville.
of her father, the said L. Bryant, de'Squire W. B.Brewer,of Fairview,
ceased.
Is in the city.
Said land Is sold for division and in
Mrs.
Buokuer has returned
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute bond with approved surety or sureties, bearing
legal interest from the day of sale
until paid and have the force and effect of a replevin bond. Bidders will
be prepared to comply with these
DOUGLAS BELL,
terms.
Meter Commissioner.
GI

Bears the
Eligsatani

AL

S. G.
from an extended visit to Florida.

A Positive Necessity.

Having to lay upon my bed for 14
days from a severely bruised leg, I
only found relief when I used a bottle of Ballard's Snow Liniment. I
can cheerfully recommend it as the
best medicine for bruises ever sent to
the afflicted. It has now become a
41111
,
positive necessity upon myself. D.
.
"X'Clo 71.
The Kind You Have Always Bought R. Brynes, merchant, Doversville,
Texas. 26c, 60c, $1.00. Sold by Anderson & Fowler and L, L. Elgin,

me a call. Hack service for the city—meeting all trains. Funeral and wedding parties a specialty. Home phone 1818, Cumber
land phone 82. I will be glad to have all my friends give me
their patronage.

Howard Brame, alr Hopkinsville.1117.
4444444444444+1•44+++44444444+

WHITE'S CREAM

RIV$! VERMIFUCE 4

WO

1.i in quantity.

—

Rome is
all orm
HasasLed
For 20 YearsXAMIO
Xi NC Tr C3,-43. MB T.
X" ik.X.
Prepared by----roo",

JA

Beet In Quell

we

ES F. BALLARD, St. Louie.

Sold by Anderson-Fowler Co and L.L.Elgin
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CHARGES OF BOWEN ELLIOTT-MINTY

WASHINGTON,May 9—Although
Herbert W.Bowen, American minister to Venezuela, who has made
grave charges against the official inIrearrity of his superior officer, Francis
B. Loomis, assistant secretary of
Mate, will arrive in Washington by
Wednesday. Se:retary Taft will not
personally conduct the investigation
of the charges. President Roosevelt
Will arrive on Friday, and he will
aift the feats and render a decision
ii accordance therewith. The pretident has been advised of all the deVelopmeota of the situation.
Mr. Loomis has apparently been
bog,since called upon for a written
reply to the charge.; fixing a defense.
He has had not a few callers who

DEATH NOTICES. DUMOIRONTDOWN HAD CATARRH THIRTY YEARS.
Congressman Meekis n Gives Praise to
Pe-ru-na For His Recovery.

From Tuesdays Daily.
Myrtle Hudspeth, daughter THAT 'FRISCO HAS
TAKEN
of the Rev. and Mrs. W. J. Hudspeth,
PRESSIVE,
OVER THE T. C.
of this city, died at 8 o'clock this
morning at the Campbell-Hagerman
College
In Lexington. A mastoid
Ceremony
Performed
at
An Extension is Planned
atAcess from which she had suffered
"Richland" By the Rev.
From Harriman To
greatly was the cause of death. Miss
Ceorge C. Abbitt.
Tellico Plains.
Hudspeth was seventeen
years of
age, bright and attractive and a no.
ble young Christian. Her parents
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
an her brother were with her when
A special from Harriman, Tenn.,
At "Richland." the beautiful the end came. The
remains will be says that it is reported there that
Wheeler homestead south of the city, brought to this city
tomorrow.
the 'Frisco system has In reality
on the Clarksville pike, Mrs. Emily
taken in the Tennessee Central railWheeler Elliott and Mr Ipirry I.
The two-year-old non of Mr. and road
and that an extension of the
Minty were joined in matrimony Mrs.Claban Lankford died lest night
line from Harriman to Tellico
this morning in the presence of a from burn. resulting from his falling
Plains will be one of the first moves
We been In Venezuela and are fa- limited number of relatives and in- into a fire about three
weeks ago. on the part of the big system.
The
with conditions there. Secre- timate friends The impre ssl•os The body will be interred this after.Mar
..
new system is to be known as the
tary Taft has also talked with many Episcopal service was used and tbe noon in the Wolfe burying ground.
Tennessee & Atlantic. The proposed
/persons about the serious situation officiating clergyman was the Rev.
extension will pass through a sec•
Waited by the Bowen charges.
Butler Combs, aged seventy-five
George C. Abbitt, rector of Grace
tion rich with coal, iron and timber.
Among all unprejudiced ObSeRVOIS church.
years, died at the asylum of diseases
The route will probably lead from
the opinion prevails that there can
Mr. and Mrs. Minty will spend incident to his advanced age. The
Harriman to Kingston and thence
jzietly be no whitewashing in this af- their honeymoon at "Richland" and body was interred near Lafayette
to Sweetwater and Madisonville and
ar,and that the man who is cbarg- will leave next month for Canada. yesterday.
through the richest section in Monilld with such offenses and his accuser The bride is the daughter of the late
roe county to Tellico Plains.
NM no longer both remain in tbe goy- Dr. William 0. Wheeler and a beauim/mint service.
tiful young woman whose graciousMr. G. A. Clark, vice president
ness and varied accomplishments
MADISON VILLE, Ky., May 9.— and general manager of the Tennesand many personal charms have won In a difficulty
between Paul Camp- see Central Railroad, was shown the
her a host of devoted friends and ad- bell and Wm. Coffman,
of the north- above dispatch, according to the
mirers. The fortunate bridegr000m,
ern
part
of
the
county,
Coffman
was Nashville Banner, and he said if
records
RKW YORK, May 9.—All
who is her distant kinsman, is a
there was any foundation for the
were broken Saturday in the number prominent and popular citizen and shot and instantly killed.
The trouble is said to have been story he knew nothing about it. He
Immigrants wbo passed quorum- foremost business man in Toronto.
brought about by a woman. They said, in fact, that he was not in a
Om Within twelve hours 12,089
were neighbor boys and were highly position to know anything about
arriving
in steerage, were
foreigners,
CONGRESSMAN MEEKISON PRAISES PIE-RU-NA.
KENNEDY CHAT.
respected in the community in which these metiers, as all negotiations
tied to enter New York, indi.
Hon. David Meekison, Napoleon, Ohio ex-member of Congress, Fifty-fifth
had been conducted from St. Louis. District, writes:
they lived. Campbell escaped.
cthat tbe spring influx of im• ts this year will probably exThe rain has gladdened the hearts
r rom mesa y 5 Gaily.
have used several bottles of Peruna and I feel greatly benefited
the records of former yeare.
of all the farmers and tobacco plantthereby from my catarrh of the heed. I feel encouraged to believe that if
James West spent yesterday in
Ten transatlantic liners brought ing is the latest fad.
I use it a short time longer I will be tut& able to eradicate the disease of
Clarksville.
thirty years' standing.'----David Meekl
army of immigrants to the UnitMr. James A. McKenzie, of SeatGarner E. Dalton has returned to
eld States. They began to arrive ear- tle, Washington. is visiting bis
Frankfort.
ANOTHER SENSATIONAL CURE: Mr. J4oh L. Davis, Galena, Stone count].
Lawyers Associaton to Meet Mo., writes: "1 have been in bad health tot thirty-seven years,and after taking
ly in the morning and the last to mother, Mrs. James A. McKenzie,
W. P. Qualls has gone to French
twelve bottles of your Peruna I am cured.t—Jacob L. Davis.
h quarantine was the Hamburg- of this place.
In Covington.
Lick Springs, Ind.
If you do not derive prompt and satisfactOy results from the use of Pertme,
American liner Bluecher, which was
write at once to Dr. Hartman,giving a full Statement of your case,and he will be
Mrs. Mamye Potter has gone to
Mrs. G. W. Southall has returned
*Witted at 6 in the afternoon and
from a visit at Pee Dee.
The Kentucky state bar associa- pleased to give you his valnable advice gratt
Bowling Green, Ky.
A.ddress Dr. Hartman, President of The 13 rtman Sanitarium, Columbus,0.
Aided 1105 names to the already long
James Itramharn, Jr., left this tion will be in session in Covington
Mr. Richard Barker has opened up
of foreigners arriving In the steerMay 22 and 23 and the indications
his new store at McKenzie and every m"rning for Owensboro.
ageone wishes him much success.
Mies Fannie Elliott sod brother, are that the attendance will be large.
steamer Pretoria brought 2,198
The association has a membership of
Miss Willie Stephens is visiting William, left for Hopkinsville this
e passengers, the greatest of
afternoon to attend the Elliott-Minty five hundred. Of this number one
of today. arrivals. The Italia her sister, Mrs. E. T. Summerhill, of wedding.—Henderson Journal.
hundred are from Louisville. The
seeond, with 1,854, and the Wel- Ringgold, Tenn.
Dr. and Mrs. Roger Quarles Mills progiam announced is an interesting
Mr. Todd Webb, of Guthrie, spent have returned from a visit to relales& third, with 1.721. Otber
one from a legal standpoint. J. P.
admitted carried immigrants as last Saturday and Sunday with his tives in the Pembroke vicinity.
Hobson, chief justice of the Kentuc: Otto di Napoli, 1,442; Oer- cousin, Mr. J. N. Webb,of this city.
Dr. Milton Board has gone to ky court of
appeals, will deliver an Committees Appointed and Contracts Signed
With the
1,410; Umbria, 640; New York
'Squire Rollow, of Ringgold, has Frankfort.
address on "Appellate ProceedBig
Seeman-Mill
Hudson,
ican
(French,)
668;
C4mpany---WIII Be
Algeria been visiting his eon, Dr. S. J. Rd. D. H. Thomason left this morning
8811;
ings."
for Louisville for a few days' stay.
low.
Will Be Thoroughly Advertised.
The other speakers are se follows:
Dr. I. Fierstein went to Louisville
Judge Watt Parker, of Lexington,
TOO Overland Limited To 'Squire Baynnam is dividing his today.
time between here and McKenzie.
OD "Taxation."
California
At the special business meeting ol
Ceuntry store committee—E. W.
Moses L.Elb is in Louisville.
He can't decide which he likes betJudge John F. Hager, of Ashland,
the Woodmen of the World held Rook, T. M. Bullard, J. W. Kaiser.
ter.
David
H.
Thomasson
left
for
Louison
"Abstracting
of Records in the
es Union Passenger Station, CbiMonday night the lodge definitely
Ativertieing committee--Geo. R
ville this morning.
Court of Appeals."
Two gentlemen in this neighborOPE% 4:06 P. al daily, arrives at San
decided to conduct a spring carnival Conbell, A. A. Winfree,
W.,T. Fow
Miss Kate Manson has returned
Judge J. H. Hazelrigir, of Frankeisoo the third day in time for hood are very fond of flebing, but as
in this ci'y.
ler.
from
a
Clarksville.
visit
to
fort, on "Conflict of Federal and
dinner. Route—Chicago, Milwaukee they never catch anything I suppose
Contracts were signed with the
Sitliciting committee—E. H. WilState Jurisdiction."
*St. Paul Railway, Union Pacific they and the fish both are happy.
Trees Removed.
Seernan-Millicao
famous
Mardi liams, R. C. Vs'eet, Henry Hinmanand Southern Pacific Line. All tickMrs. Reese and Mies Bertha SteGras Company to furnish the attras• steil, H. G. Edwards.
et agenes sell via this route. Ask vens were in Hopkinsville Monday
Quite an interested crowd this
tions and the week o, May 29 was
L‘ht and water committee—Hunattending the Dixon meeting.
them to do so.
morning watched the pulling up by
selected as the time for the event.
ter Tc,od, Jr., L. B. Cayce, P. B.
Handsome book,descriptive of Calthe roots of three shade trees stand—GUESS WHO.
The city council hae granted the Ma..
While, sent for six cents postage.
ing in front of the new central fire
BIRMINGHAM, Ala., May 9.— use of the streets in the district in
Tt ough there is less time than
Fine Convention.
P. A. Miller,general passenger agent.
station on East Ninth street. These The News says:
which the Oed Fellows fall carnival usu lly had for exploiting the carniChicago, or W. S. Howell,361 Broadtrees were beautiful and afforded
"Mr. and Mrs. Geo. K. hull, of was held.
val. ffurts will be multiplied to adIn the Kentucky Sunday School
New York.
shade for the entire front of the Tuedo Park, N. Y., have announced
At the meeting of the lodge the fol- vert se it thoroughly in Christian
Reporter, State Secretary E. A. Fox building
but they were in the way of
lowing committees were appointed and contiguous counties and great
writes of the Christian county an- the
Practical Demonstration
entrances and the council decidto conduct the carnival:
cro ds will be attracted to the city
nual Sunday school convention as ed
that they must be removed. Tne
Executive committee—Chairman. and 116illtSS will be benefited.
W. B. Forthoffer, representing follows:
work was superintended by City EnJ. D. Higgins; secretary. R. A.
'sttyjohn Brotherr, mauufacturers
Tr Seemen-Millican company is
Christian county held its convenB. F. McClaid. A block and
gineer
Shadoin; treasurer, A. H. Tunks.
machines for making hollow con- tion at
mended as the cleanest and
reco
Howell. I had a hard time to tackle was used,
one end being fastPrivileges committee—W..E. Wil- best in the country, having scores of
tc b3ilding blocks, its in the city find the place
and a hard time to get ened to the tree some distance
above
Hams, A. J. Meador, Max J. Moa- lute eating and high class attracI will give practical dernonstra- to it, but
when I did get there I nev- the middle and the
other being fastyon.
is of the working of the machine er found
don that will delight the fastidious
a nicer place nor a nicer ened to the bottom
of a telephone
Contest committee—W. H. Elgin, and in praise from the most critiweek.
The hollow concrete people in
my life. The country is pole across the street.
A pair of
Archie Higgins. Dr. P. E.'West.
cal.
building block is one of the latest equal
to the Bluegrass, and the peo- mules was then hitched
to
the
rope
and most approved building materare equal to any in the State, or and the seven workhouse hands also
ials and these will be used in several anywhere
else. When I arrived I added tneir strength and the trees
of the new structures to be built in
found a crowded house and a list of were literally pulled up. The trees
were about sixteen inches in diameHopkinsville this season.
speakers that might adorn a State ter. Another tree
standing in front
Convention program. Every speaker of S. Sack's establishment was sawed
was present and prepared, and it was off even with the pavement.
certainly a feast of good things—and
only as we love can Net; Ivor]: beauVIII be Erected by John C. the feast was COk tinned when dinner
tifully, harmoniously, courageously.
was served. The pastor of the church Courage comes with love; it is love
Latham.
Thirty Others Injured and Some of These Will Probably
where we met, Rev. H. C. McGill, is alone that makes tasks easy and fingers 5y fast.—W. J. Colville.
Photo copyright, 1901, by Purdy, Boston.,
. John C. Latham,of New York,
!Die.--The Property Lois Is Large.
as cordial a host as one could wisn
RICHMOND P. klOBSON.
bas purchased a beautiful reserva- to
meet. Most of the Schools of the Crowing Aches and Pains'
the engagement of their daughter,
tion in Hopewell cemetery and has
Mrs. Josie Sumner, Bremond, Texeontracted for curbing and grading county were represented. This is as,
writes, April 15, 1902: "I have Grizolda Houston Hull, to Capt.
of same and will erect during the the best convention I have ever at- used Ballard's Snow Liniment in my Richmond
Pearson Hobson,the wed- SALINA, Kan., May 9.—A terrible blow down and nearly all were CODmmer a $26,000 granite mausoleum. tended in the county. The president family for three yoars. I would not
ding
to
occur
at the home of the tornado swept over this region today eider bly damaged.
qe without it in the house. I have
Rev. A. D. Litchfield, and the Sec- used It on my
Bu the property loss is overshadlittle girl for growing bride's parents May 26. Owing to doing great damage in many places.
Trained Animal Shows.
retary, Mrs. C. D. McComb, who has lug aches and pains in her knees. It
the
sufferer
worst
was
owed
little
The
by the bee of life.
cured her right away. I have also the recent death of Capt. Hobson's
Charles Ellis, contracting agent made such a succese of the conven- used it for frost bitten feet, with father,
county
el
town
Marquette,
seat
the
orts from trustworthy sources
Re
only relatives and a few
the Vow Ornburg Show, has tion were both re-elected. They good success. 'It is the beat lini- friends will be present.
of McPherson county and twenty- place the number of people killed
ment I ever used.'" 25c, 50c, $1.00
at tw nty-four.
wade arrangements for performances have already met most of the re- For sale by Anderson & Fowler and
six miles southwest of this place.
L.
L. Elgin.
Is Bonkineville May 20th. This show quirements for a Banner County and
Cr.41.1111PCP rt.X AL..
The storm struck the village, Ov r thirty others were injured
En Kind Yoe Han Aiwa kught which has between 600 and 800 in- and 4me of these will probably die.
Boars As
h on the order of the Hagenback promise to reach the standard beEv4rything possible for the relief
SOPS
Sigma=
fore
State
the
convention.
show.
Ithinod animal
habitants, and many houses were of thei stricken hamlet is
being done.
V.WNW'little ellta.
RITE WAS SIMPLE AND IM-

Miss

OVER A WOMAN

BREAKING RECORD

STATE BAR

WOODMEN OF WORLD TO HOLD
CARNIVAL FIRE WEEK OF MAY 29

4,

HOBSON TO WED.

TORNADO WIPES KANSAS TOWN
OFF MAP, KILLING TWENTY-FOUR

$25,000 MAUSOLEUM

Iry

ereelleallieer

Early ID

"mit•. I
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ADVINCINC SYSTEM YOUNCPASTORWEDS NEW NIPS MADE BY REV MEMBER
EXTENSION

OF RURAL ROUTES.

d

CHAIRMAN
AND APPLIES TO SENATORIAL ADVICE OF
BE
TAKEN.
SHOULD
HERE
RACE
JOINED.
MISS LOWRY

18 STARTED REV.

MR.

M'CILL

T. 5. Knight

W. P. Winfree

Willfree & Knight,
RE U. ESTATE.

The seasan of the year when people want to buy real estate is at hand
w-d we invite those who want to buy or sell to consult this column.
w
;
iness
and will adWe have excellent facilities for conducting the bu
Reto
are
Is
Urged
Planters
Campaign Committee
vertise the property put into our hands free of charg , and will furnish
Twice as Many Petitions In Nuptial Vow Taken Before
prospective customers conveyance to look at property ithout cost to them
duce Tobacco Acreage
Named—Political Notes
Pulpit in Which He
Come to see us if 3 eu want to sell, it costs you nothing if you fail.
April As Flied During
414 acres of the finest south Christian land on Clarkeville pike, one mile
This Season.
Of Interest.
Preaches.
March.
from two railroad station, L dt N and T C. Susceptibl of division into 8
tracts with improvements on each, dwellings, tobacco erns, tenant houses
stables, etc. Will be sold as a whole are divided to PU t purchasers. Come
and see us soon or you will miss a bargain.
;
Chairman F. G. Ewing has issued
Good farm of 166 acres, located near Howell, Ky. ; This farm is well
At Olivet church, of which the
WASHINGTON, May 10.—KenThe Democratic state central corn Hen- mutes, in session at Frankfort, ap- the following circular to every mem- fenced, has house of 3 rooms, good tenement house of 3 rooms, two large
lucky people are no longer negligent bridegroom is pastor, the Rev.
new tobacco barns, one good stock barn, 2 good cisterns, plenty of stock
Thurso, pointed a state campaign committee, ber of the association:
Miss
and
McGill
of
Coleman
them
ry
afforded
opportunities
water, new smoke house and other outbuildings and *bout 20 acres good
of the
the
of
matter
Dear
Sir:—The
My
after- with Judge John M.Laseing as chairtimber. 'Will be sold at a low price and on easy term.
advancing the rural free delivery Lowry were joined Monday
reduction of the acreage has been
Mil property with 8 or 10 acres of land. 3 dwellings, One store house with
noon at five o'clock in the holy man; advised a primary in all the
system throughout the state.
very generally discussed among our good trade established, blacksmith shop and postoffide with daily mail
counties ef the Twelfth senatorial
During the month of March. with bonds of wedlock.
members. 1 believe that every one The mill is in a fine agricultural section with a good lOcal custom. CapaciThe ceremony was impressively district, adopted a new rule that the
ty of 60 barrels of flour ner day. Thoroughly equippecIshort system roller
' its thirty-on._! days, there were filed
mill lithin fournmiles. A
of a large rotation system of nominations be of us realizes that this is the most mill. About 4 miles from railroad and no other bargaiA
In the postoffice department twenty- performed in the pregerce
. Good reason for
relatives used only when there is unanimous certain thing we can possibly do, to splendid chance for investment. Will sell at a
eight petitions for rural mail routes assemblage of friends and
,
.
achieve the great victory, in which selling.
Fairof
Vaughn,
of
H.
W.
Rev.
month
the
by
comthe
of
During
lists
approved
consent, and
• Kentucky.
fine productive farm of 136 acres in one of the:best neighborhoods
Staley, of mitteemen for the city of Covington we have made such tremendous In Christian county, about five miles from Hopkinsvine and quarter mile
April, with its thirty days, there view, and the Rev. Mr.
men of
ablest
tobacco
The
progress.
railroad station. New dwelling of six rooms and !ball, new barn and
and the county of Kenton.
were flied sixty-seven petitions— Louisville.
of the world say: "It is the one large stable, two good cabins, good cistern, fine orchaid and abent 20 acres
left Monday
in
McGill
Mrs.
filed
and
Mr.
number
the
by
the
promulgated
double
rule
new
than
The
' More
thing, the only thing remaining to be in timber; balance in fine state of cultivation.
night at 10:20 o'clock over the Lou- state committee reads:
A splendid farm of 800 acres in one of the best Heetions of Southern
t March.
done to accomplish our purpose, as
•
Kan
for
railroad
paNashville
of
isville et
District Conventions and Prima- tbe size of the next crop would in- Kentucky; fine red clay foundation. It has on it a good comfortable dwelThis increase in the number
atling house, cistern, ice house,8 cabins for hands, 2 tonacco barns with capand las City, Mo., where they will
ries—How called—In any senatorial
; Miens speak well for Kentucky,
conven- or legislative district having more fluence the price of this crop." I acity for 40 acres tobacco, fine young orchard; in one Mile of depot on one
Baptist
to
Southern
the
signers
tend
the
to
gratifying
it will be
take it for granted that every man railroad and 8 miles from depot on another. Good sehoole and churches
than one county the executive com- who plants tobacco has the intelli- convenient. Plenty of water and timber. Will be sold at a bargain.
know that they are receiving prompt tion.
S.
Col.
of
daughter
The bride is a
mittee may order a primary or conalMation. The work of establishing
One of the Most desirable resiA fine farm of 200 acres of land
that he had better
a prominent planter and vention to be held in only county of gence to realize
within three miles of Hopkinsville dences on H. Virginia St., corner lot,
!, rural routes In Kentucky is being J. Lowry,
than
good
price
a
at
crop
make
one
Garretta- the district for the purpose of maktut npikes. Has a new cot- 86feet front by 386 feet deep. House
pushed with vigor never known be- influential citizen of the
and I trust on a good
tage house of five rooms, tobacco With:beantiful Ahade arid fruit trees
for butg vicinity. She is endowed with ing a Democratic nomination for sen- two crops at a low price,
fore. During the month of April
virtues and ator or representative, provided that every member of the association will barn, stable, cabin and all necessary good cistern an all necessary outinstance, forty-nine routes were cre- many lovely womanly
sell 140 or 150 acres buildings. All in excellent repair
as personal this action is unanimously agreed to consider it his duty to reduce the outhouses. Will
well
the
as
graces
for
Christian
649
of
total
sted, making a
acreage from that of 1908-1904. what- if desired. Very oesirable property Price and termn reasonable.
ill
with
favorite
154
a
is
she
and
with
charms
Good residence on corner of Main
in good neighborhood.
by the respective candidates and the
stale, and the month closed
Mc- and the district chairmen; but in ever this might have been.
A nice new cottage of five rooms and let streets, fronting 60 feet on
Utica* pending and scheduled for who know her. The Rev. Mr.
his
to
out
this
fact
point
should
He
by 200 feet deep. House has six
Main
baroestigation by inspectors at an ear. Gill is a Kentuckian by birth, his for- case of disagreement between the neighbor, and induce him to reduce, and large lot for sale at a great
cc oms, good cistern, stable and negain.
county,
Webster
in
pending
being
home
are
one
mer
from
chairmen, er upon protest
ressary ont-buildines• For sale.
/ date. Four petitions
Fifty acres of land with 3000 fiuit
Baptist or more candidates, then a primary whether he is a member of the assofrom the Eleventh congressional dis- and he is a graduate of the
About
barn.
it.
on
for
dwellingitad
trees
are
working
We
not.
or
ciation
Two good reaidence lots on Main
in- or convention must be held in the ent:let, which is the only district in Theological Seminary. He is an
protection strictly, we must work to 3 miles from town. Win be sold St. in HopkinsvUle, well located.
eloan
gentleman,
routes,
genial
rural
telligent,
or
primary
any
a
cheap.
The only vacant lots on West side of
Kentucky without
tire district. In case
the same purpose, and shoulder to
Main St. for Bane at a low brice
and it is reasonably certain that with- quent preacher and a consecrated convention is held in one county by shoulder, to accomplish the magnifi400 acres within one
of
farm
fine
A
Nice new cottnge on South Virginia
Lord's
mutual agreement, the action of said cent victory which is so easily in mile of Pembroke, Ky. Ninety five
in a short time service will be in- and useful worker in the
Has dix rooms and bath
street.
vineyard..
is
farm
This
ratified
district.
timber.
be
fine
in
acres
afterwards
that
county must
stalled in
room, good cisk,ern and stable. Lot
sight, if we do this.
and
wire
and
hedge
with
fenced
rural
well
of
fronts 86 feet arid runs back 192 feet
On April 1 the number
by the district committee.
Yours truly,
divided into five shifts, on each of to a 16 foot, alle . This place will be
routes in operation in the United
Dr. Milton Board, of Breckinridge
Myers-Haddock.
plenty of never failing water. sold on reasonale terms.
O. EWING,
In
is
which
The annual
States was 40,89n.
county. superintendent of the WestThis is one of the finest farms in the
From Wednesday's Daily.
Chrn. Ex. Cow.
best farming section of Kentucky, The S. T. no farm ,if 512 acres,
monthly deficit caused by the operaClifton Haddock and Miss Minnie ern Kentucky asylum, is named as a'
Millers Mill road
so
weil adapted to corn wheat, tobacco situated on th
committee.
campaign
the
tion of this service is $25 a route,
of
afternoon
member
this
married
Myers will be
A Large Contract.
and all kinds of grasses. _Chore is about seven mi es Southwest of Hopthat, even if the service should re- at 3 o'clock at the residence of Rev.
large
two
kinville,
story dwelling
no better stock farm in the county.
main stationary, without the estab- B. F. Hyde, the officiating minister.
In Memoriam
When L. L. Elgin. the enterprising improvements first class and in per- and all necessnry farm buildings,
good
fences,
and plenty of
ornhard
annual
the
lishment of another route,
druggist, first offered a 60 cent pack- tect repair, fine two-story frame
The groom is a son of James B. Hadwith -lee rooms, veranda water and timer. This is a fine
dwelling
total deficit on account of rural free dock and is a popular young man.
Church Hill Grange, No. 109, of Dr. Howard's Specific for the cure in front and porches in rear, four farm and locatnd in one of the best
; delivery would be $9,294,600.
The bride is the daughter of H. C. mourns the death of Brother John of constipation and dyspepsia at half frame tenant to uses, two large new
fermiug sections of the county and
tremendous
Notwithstanding the
Myers and a talented and charming W. McGaughey, who died March 25, price, and guaranteed to return the tobacco barns, two graineries with will be sold on
teasonable terms.
wheat,
of
bushels
10,000
he
for
not
thought
did
cure,
it
if
capacity
money
loss involved there is no disposition young lady.
1906. Brother McGaughey had been
Elegant lot x200 ft. on Jesup avehouse,
tool
houses,
cow
conthe
stables,
large
On
service.
with
his
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Saved Her Life from Pneumonia
Good Results In Every Case
strange ways for getting next to the any case of Catarrh that cannot be
as His redeemed ones we are "not of
"My wife had a severe attack of PneuDr,
C.J. Bishop, Agnew, Mich., writes:
cured by,Hall's Catarrh Cure.
people'—Buffalo Express.
the world" reminds us of Ps. iv, 3:
monia which followed a case of La Grippe
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F..7. CHENEY & CO., Toledo,0.
Tit. Ii, 14, R. V.; Rom. ill, 1, 2;
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I
believe
that
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TAR lin three very severe cases of pneuWe the undersigned have known Phil. 111, 20. And yet it
is sadly true
Frick, the big steel men, is going
AND TAR saved her life," writes James
monia with good results in every case."
F. J. Cheeny for the last 15 years, that very many of those who bear
Coffee,
of
Raymond,
Missouri.
into politics, hoping to succeed Mark and believe him perfectly
honorable the name of Christ neither appear nor
Hanna as the brg boss of the g. o. p. iu all business transactions, and fl- act much like strangers( and pilgrims
Certainly a big steel man ought to eaucially able to carry out any obli- here, but seem very much at home In
this present evil world which lieth in
be valuaWe at election time. Frick's gations made by his firm.
the wicked one (Gal. 1, 4; I John v, 19,
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political ',briquet, will probably be
It. V.).
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Hopkins, Livingston, Lyon, Marglory! '

ERUPTIO

CASTOR I

What is CASTORIA

TIME
CARD

CAtTORIA

The Kind You Rare Always Bought
In Use For Over 30 Years.

DIVIM0F1FETTIS

I EETHIN A
(TEETHING POWDERS)

PNEUMONIA
zyLtAAAAA...40-vt.t..4../
(Ai eo,e_et, Jt

mcirrs itur

"peak for It I" she cried to doggie,
For she knew in her nitre heart,
That German fiyrnp, home's great Orsini*.
Could health and Joy impart
The greatest tonic on earth is a good
night's rest. Restless nights and the ter..
rible exhaustion of a hacking cough are
dread dangers of the poor consumptivespent why this fear of the night when a
few doses of Dr. Boschee's German Sy"p
will insure refreshing sleep, entirely frig
from cough or night sweat? Free eat
pectoration in the morning is made cue
tam by taking German Syrup.
know by the experience of oveg
years that out 75-Cellt bottleor
Stormer' Syrup will speedily relieve ors
eure the worst coughs, colds, bronchial oil
hug troubles--end that, even in
area of consumption, ene large bottle OS
German Syrup will work wonders. •
Wm)sixes, 25c and 73c. All

We
thirty-five

Foal sale by Cook & Higgins

etA/

/z-trt:22

shall, McCracken and Union.
To this end our Lord would have UR
The assessed value of Christian know and rejoice in the glory which
the Father has given Him (verses 22,
couuty lands is placed at $6,047,005, 24) that so we may
be sustained in
aad personality subject to taxation at trial and be overeomers in the conflict
with the world, the flesh and the devil,
$1,530,275.
even as He Himself was sustained by
the joy set before Him, Abraham by
Exposure
looking for the city, and Moses by conTo cold draughts of air, to keen and sidering the recompense of the reward
cutting winds, sudden changes of (Eleb. mil, 2; xi, 9, 10, 26, 27). Hence
temperature, scanty clothing, undue such admonitions as I Thess. ii, 12.
exposure of the throat and neck after "Walk worthy of God who bath callpublic speaking and singing, bring ed you into His kingdon) and glory."
on coughs and colds. Ballard's Let such precious words as the following take hold of our hearts and we
Horehound Syrup is the best cure.
Mrs. A. Barr, Houston, .Texas, shall be greatly helped thereby: "We
writes. Jan. 31, 1902: "One bottle shall be like film," "The body of our
of Ballard's Horehound Syrup cured humiliation fashioned like unto H'
me of a very bad cough. It is very glorious body," "We shall reign with
pleasant to take." 25c, 60c, $1.00. Him on the earth" (I John fie 2;
Phil.
Sold by Anderson & Fowler and L.
20, 21; Rev. v, 9, 10). Believe most
L. Elgin.
surely these things and thus know the
certainty of them (Luke 1, 1, 4).
Cleared:For Action.
Note His sad complaint in verge 25,
When the body is cleared for Ac- "0 Righteous Father, the world bath
heron, by Dr. King's New Life Pills, not known Thee," and compare Jon.
you can tell it by the bloom of health Ix, 23, 24; lea. 1, 8; Hoe. vi, 6; Mic.
on the cheeks; the brightness of the iv, 12. Then let Paul's desire be
heartily ours, "that I may krow Him,
eyes; the firmness of tne flesh and
and the power of His resurriseion, and
muscles; the buoyancy of the mind.
the fellowship of His sefferings, beTry them. At L. L. Eliglu and And- ing made conformably unto His death"
erson & Fowler's drug store, 25e.
(Phil. III, 10).

L/I\A-eA/Lot. &AAIAJ.°

Cured of Terrible Cough on Lungs
N. Jackson, of Danville, Ill., writes:
"My daughter had a severe attack of
La Grippe and a terrible cough on her
lungs. We n-led a great many remedies
without relief.
She tried FOLEY'S
HONEY AND TAR which cured her.
She has never been troubled with a cough
since."

Cured When Very Lew WIWI
Pneumonia
.I, W. Bryan, of Lowder, Ill., write.:
"My little boy was very low with pneumonia
re Unknown to the docto. we gave
him
°LEY'S HONEY AND TAR.
The
tilt was meet' and puzzled the
doctori as it immediately stopped the
racking cough and he quickly recovered."

SOLD AND RECOMMENDED BY

Sold by Cook & Higgi s

•
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Does Your
Heart Beat
Yes. 100,000 times each day.
Does it send out good blood
or bad blood? You know, for
good blood is good health;
bad blood, bad health. And
you know precisely what to
take for bad blood — Ayer's
Sarsaparilla. Doctors have
endorsed it for 60 years.
On.frequent rant, of bad blood I..sluggish

..yervz.c.s
A

blood,
subaltern.. are then ab•orbrn1 Into the daily
Instead of being removed from the body
Keep the bowels open
ea nature Intended
vegetable.
with •fer'e P1111. liver pills. MI
w711. Yea&
.
.,; Lo
tt
Ayer i

IIIAP IR VIOOR.
AOUE CURE.
MERRY PECTORAL

Fibs It
Ever
Occurred
to You
That You r
Teeth
Need
Attention?
Come, have
them examined
FREE.
A good set of Teeth,

$5
Teeth Extracted FREE
When New Ones
Are Ordered
ALL WORK
GUARANTEED

Louisville
Dental Parlors

NEW EPA. N1AY 12

HARGIS JURY
IS DISCHARGED.

Opportunities in California
The trade in the Orient is opening p.
Our exports to Japan and China ultiplied
during the last year.
There will soon,he a tremendous i crease in
the trade of the Pacific Coast cities with the Far
East.
Big opportunities for the man who 1 ves there.
Why not look the field over?
Only $62.50, Chicago to San Franci co or Los
Angeles and return, May 1, 2, 3, 9, Jo, II, 12, 13,
29, 30, 31, June 1, August 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, I I , I 2, 13,
and 14, 1905. Tickets good for return fir 90 days.
Rate for a double berth in a comfor able tourist sleeper from Chicago to San Fra cisco, •Los
Angeles, Santa Barbara, and many ot er points
in California,only $7. Through train s rvice from
Union Passenger Station, Chicago, vi the

ReHopeleselr Hung and Judge Parlier
lieves the Members of Further
Service.
LEXINGTON, Ky., May 6.—
toAfter reporting the second time
agree
to
unable
were
they
day that
and hopelessly hung, the jurors in
were
the Hargis murder trial

Judge
by
aischarged
tlIlalty
Parker, and the Breathitt county
Judge, charged with complicity in
the murder of James Cockrill, will
have to be tried again. The jury received the case at 9:06 last night.

ROUGHLY HAWED NEXT ENCAMPMENT
UCKY SOLDIERS
ROBERT M'CRAE, COL., OF KENT
IS CONSIDERED.
SHOT BY MOB

Friends of Ceorge Watt Take
Vengeance Into Their
Own Hands.

Robert McCrae, colored, was shot
Saturday night near Newstead by a
mob of negroes. McCrae and anoth•
er negro named George Watt had a
dispute which ended by McCrae se-

Several Cities are Making
an Effort to Secure the
Event.

verely cutting Watt. When Watt
went to Newstead and gave his account of the affair his friends, about
fifteen in number, are said to have
:organized a mob and gone to McCrass home where he was handlea

the negroes who, it is claimed, was
implicated and who is thought to
, have fired the shot, left Newstead
Sunday for parts unknown and oth'ere are expected to leave. The trouble was not reported to the sheriff
I and no arrests have as yet been
made.

Do Your

Attention, Confederate Veterans.
--Headquarters Ned Meriwether

GUTTERS
LEAK?
If so, you should have them
attended to at once PO as to
catch the spring rains for your
summer Water supply.
Let us do this work for you
and it will then be sure to be
done right.

Camp No. 241.—May 2, 1905.—Notice
Is hereby given thale there will be
a meeting of the members of Ned
Meriwether Camp No, 241, United
Confederate Veterans at the office

of Hunter Wood et Son in Hopkinsville, Ky., Saturday May 13th, at
10 o'clock a. m. for the purpose of
tasking arrangements for going to
Louisville to the Confederate Reunion on June 14th, 15th, and 16th.
It is hoped that all the members will
be present,
C. F. JARRETT,Commander.
HUNTER WOOD, Adjutant.

WE FILL
P RESCRIPTIONS
We love to do it
and we make it a
specialty We have
added to our six
years of experience
two years of college
training, which
make us the more
efficient as prescriptionist. We want to
to do yopf prescription work and can
assure you prompt
attention.
Your druggists,

Complete information sent free
on receipt of coupon with Wank
lines filled.
W. S. HOWELL,
Gen'l Eastern Agent, 38' Broadway,
NEW YORK CITY,

Won a Pig.

Personal Notes.

F. A. MILLER,
General Passenger Agent,
CHICAGO.

LIME, CINDERS,
ROCK and DIRT
also BUY

gib Mi. Cumberland:
, $OL

C ItAvoRNIA

A despatch from Asbury Park, N.

after spending the winter in Ocean
Grove with the Rev. Dr. Wheeler,
father of the journalist, sailed on
the same steamer ten days ago for

Europe. While Dr. Wheeler denied
(From Saturday's Daily)
an,
Cerule
of
that the marriage was contemplated,
Miss Irma Goodwin,
is a guest of Miss Pattie Bartley.
he refused to deny that the couple
Wheeler said the
Mr. and Mrs. Frond° Tate are at were engaged. Dr.
in connection
was
s.
trip
European
Dawson Spring
in which Miss
project
y
ed
literar
a
return
with
Mies Ethel Gunn has
wete jointly infrom a visit to her sister, Mrs. Thor- Rives and his sou
terested.
ns L. Gant, in Pensacola, Fla.
—
——
this
t.,f
ly
former
son,
0. D. Toomp
at
ion
city, is in a critical condit
Knoxville, Tenn., from a stroke of

Pull Semple package by men,

The American Pharmacal Co.,
ivionsadia. radians.

ACT QUICKLY.

Ikedel Dyspepsia Owe
INIPIde whet Yegiliatis.

State

Probable destination

paraly sta.
R. C. Hardwick won the pig at the
Mrs. Michael Griffin, of Paducah, Delay Has Been Dangerous
prize contest given Friday night by is visiting Maj. John W. Breathitt'e
In Hopkinsville.
M.& F. College. Mr. Hardwick kind- family.
ly donated the pig to the college.
Mrs. Thomas W. Long is visiting
Do the right thing at the right
in Paducah.
time.
Terrific Race With Death
Miss Virginia Nourse has retutned
Act quickly in times of danger.
"Death was fast approaching," from Greenville.
Backache is kidney danger.
writee Ralph F. Fernandez, of TamKidney Pills act quickly.
Doan's
Smithof
,
Brame
Mrs. Geraldine
distressing, dangerous kidpa, Fla., describing his fearful race
all
Cure
.
Messrs
land, is visiting her sons,
with death, "as a result of liver
e.
Ills.
ney
Howard and Lein Brame.
trouble and heart disease, which had
Plenty of evidence to prove this.
nt
ntende
t
superi
all
of
interes
Br
3W11,
and
Sallie
Miss
robbed me of sleep
Mrs. 0. P. Lewis, wife of 0. P.
reIn life. I had tried many different of Hopkins county schools, has
Lewis, blacksmith and general redoctors and several medicines, but turned to Madisonville after a visit pairer, living at 608 N. Virginia St.,
got no benefit, until I began to use to friends in North Christian.
says: "Acting upon the advice of
Electric Bitters. So wonderful was
ed
return
has
friends I procured a box of Doan's
Petrie
Mrs. C. B.
their effect, that in three days I felt from Louisville.
Kidney Pills at Thomas & Trahern's
like a new man, and today I am
store and tried them for kidney
drug
a
Byron Meador spent yesterday in
cured of all my troubles," Guarancomplaint from which I had been
•
teed at L. L. Elgin and Anderson :& Nashville.
constant sufferer for a longtime past.
Fowler's drag store; price 60c.
Mrs. T. C. Underwood and son and My back had been in such a condiMiss Willie Rust returned last night tion that it was the greatest distress
for me to stoop or lift anything, but I
tram Nashville.
r— Better than Any—otfr
had taken only a few doses of the
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Layne and
pills when I felt greatly benefited.
of
r,
Cansle
Polk
Judge and Mrs.
kidneys were strengthened and
The
Hopkinsville, spent Wednesday afaching in my back relieved. My
ternoon with Mr. Layne's mother the
er, Mrs. William J. Tobin,
daught
n,
Hadde
Ben
Mrs.
near the city....
complained a great deal of
also
who
of
ramily
of Hopkineville, visted the
used Doan's Kidney Pills
her
back,
Douglas Gregory. of this city, the
similarly benefited. I take
was
and
ew
Fairvi
week.—
the
of
early part
pleasure in recommending this remeReview.
dy to others."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60c.
Time Tried and Merit Proven Eoster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New
One Minute Cough Curelis right on York, sole agents for the United
time when it comes to curing Coughs, States.
and
esthe
Croup, Whooping Cough, etc. It is
Why is it Better? Because it melt.,
1o.
Remember the name Doan's
clothes whiter an 1 ciea - cc. Beckuse you save
ly harmless, pleasant to take take no other.
perfect
FULL
a
'ekes
half in cost—a 5c package
and is the children's favorite Cough
QUART. Yoq pay ten cents for as much
To-Day t
f other Bluing. 'fry it: (let It
Syrup. Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
cialLilltera=sittT.AL.
no other.
Sold by all grocers. Ask car it;take
Yes Haw AM Night
5 cents.

CORD WOOD and
Second-hand Barrels
noalOOt;
raoN38—Home:Reside
Residence,

-

City

J.. says:
Friends of Hallie Erminie Rives,
the noted southerr. authoress, are
convinced that she is PlYktl to marry
Post Wheeler, the well known journalist. Miss Rives and Mr. Wheeler,

Hopkiosville Lime Works
wants to SELL you

_

Street address_

Miss Rives to Marry?

1. A. Johnson 16 Co WASH BLUE
Palmer Graves,
OF

Name

0r

Strictly Genuine.

Most of the patent medicine testimonials are probably genuine. The
following notice recently appeared in
tee Atchison (Kan.) Globe: "Joe
Tack, a well known engineer, runfling on the Missouri Pacific between Wichita and Kiowa, lately
appeared in a big one, with a picture,
and when he was in this office today,
we asked him about it. He says he
had terrific pains in his stoma,ch,and
thought he had causer. His druggiet recommehded Kodol and he
says it cured him. He recommended it to others, who were also cured."
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure digests what
you eat and cures all stomach troubles. Sold by R. C. Hardwick.

L. E. ADWELL,
N. it, Virginia St.,
Hopk Insville. Ky.

This is the route of The Overland Limited, leaving Union
Passenger Station, Chicago, 6.o5 p. m., and 'Ole California
Express at fo. 25 p. m. The California Express carries tourist
sleeping cars to California every day. Both trains carry
through standard sleepers.

termined on. Paducah, Henderson,
Owensboro, Danville and Crab Orchard are putting forth efforts to secure the meeting.
Adjutant General Haley will go on

s tour of inspection about the latter
part of next week and will select the
roughly and someone shot him in
most advantageous offer. The enthe left arm with a 44 calibre pistol.
encampment was held last year at
, The ball baldly mangled his arm
St. Louis and the year before at
and lodged in his breast. It is thought
Mammoth cave.
he will die and in any event the arm
••
!
will have to be amputated. One of

Next to Court House, Hopkins•ille, Ky. Home Phone 1214.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St1 Paul,
Union Pacific and Southern Pacific Line

The annual encampment of the
Kentucky state guard will be held
from the latter of July to the middle
of August. The location of the encampment has not yet been de-

&anus
1111wwe'
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De Kind

Prepare for

Summer
Don't w it until the last moment
and get w dged in with the late
buying c owds. Come at once
and pick ut

Your New

ring Suit

Your Easter

at and Tie

Your Son's Confirmation Suit
Come while our stocks are at their best
of time to
You can thenItake the roper amount
make your selections
ness,
Everything is bloomin with Spring fresh
1 choice
and:the early buyers have fist

The Abernathy Company,
NOIR TOM

Rehm

HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY.
Solicit consignments of Prized Tobacco. Large, well.,
lighted comfortable Loose Floor. Prompt personal attention ; correct weights; carefiil sales; quick returns; reasonable charges.
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easy matter to disc-use a wrong. It Muffles for the development of the Ii' go after your
brother Joe and get
is often very easy tor a physician to true and noble orator's gifts? The trthe hi tl, 1•11111' home again
for my sake."
diagnose a caucer. But the cure—aye. gospel orator's message is the mightiest
With a cry you leap to yonr for.
that is the rub! Easy to attack a of all messages. It furnishes the speak- You shake
the dying woman's hand off
moral wrong. Yes. But it is another er with the mightiest of all themes. It 3
cur foreSead. "What—go for that
Matter to find a right solution for that cradles its thoughts, not like Moses up- druuktou rite, wht*e cruel
heel bee
witaig. This the Bible offers. It on the waters of a river Nile, but by
given you your death wound? Nev.
coulee not as a theorist. It copies to the shores of the great moaning seam mother—never!
I will Kee him in jail—
the gospel orator's bearers as did Jesus of the eternities. As a charioteer it
aye, or in the infernal regions—firet."
Christ. It comes as one speaking with harnesses to its verbal chariots churls- Then your
mother begins to plead. She
MID
a diving authority. No men in the ; era which have eyes all seeing, ears all
says: "Harry, you have suffered on acBy Rev.
world have greater influence over their hearing, hoofs so swift that their speed
count
but
have
of
Joe,
not
I
sufferetit
Prank Dewitt Talmage.D.D.
hearers than those who are backed is swift us thought. It deals with inHave not I given my life for him?
By a lucky purchase we are able to offer a limwith the positive authority of the finitesitnals only as they are essential
And. oh, Harry, I cannot die happy unBible.
I parts of great infinities. It halts not less we save your brothyr Joe." Once
ited
number of high-gradle and up to-date bicycles
Loa Angeles, Cal., May 7.—In this
When a man speaks with authority Time at the grave. It makes Time, as a there was a time when you wanted to
formerly
selling at $35 and $40, at $2C, or fitted
aeaslon the preacher. while appreciat- he becomes imperative in his demands.'Eugene Sue's
Wandering Jew, move on save your brother Joe for his own sake.
with coaster brrke for $4. This is a rare opporing at their true value the higher Why is Helen Hunt Jackson'g master- and on and on and never die. Its trumNow there comes a greater inspiration
111.3ta of oratory and the famous tri- piece "Ramona" one of the most elo- pet is the voice of the eternities. God, into your life. You want to save him
tunity to get a sure enough good bicycle cheap.
umphs of great speakers, shows how queut books ever penned? She plead- heaven, immortality, resurrection, as- because you can make your mother
This
price is good for only 30 days, and they will
. *TM the humblest may be effective in ed for justice to the American Indian cension, heaven, hell, eternity, redemp- happy, who le-dying on account of Joe's
all probably be gone lon4 before that time, so
' the eloquenee of Christian converse- with the idea that the law of the land tion. salvation, eternal cortNation, eter- sine. Is not this the figure of God's
come early.
toll and example. The text is John would uphold her in her plea. She was nal suffering, are its mighty subjects. lore? The Christian orator iq inspired
4e, "Never man spake like this not pleading for the red man as a Like the meaninge of the mighty deep, with a desire to save sinful man fioom
utopian, a theorist or a social dreamer. its voice comes reverberating down the eternal death for himself.
But more
/ghat is true oratory? Mere conjure- She was pleading for the red man at halls of the past ages. Like the echoes than that—aye, far more than that—
the
bar
of
American
law.
When
she
which
are
tossed from hillside to hill- he is inspired with the transcendent
talk bewitchery, enchantment, mystirepresents poor Alessando as being side up among the Alpine crags, its hope of
I. elm, mesmerism or animal magnetpleading for man to turn from
The fishing ason is on in full blast and we are
driven
from
farm
to
farm
she
was
not
hopes go echoing down the centuries sin and be saved In order to satisfy
S, a mere transitory magic seen
prepared
for it. Our stock of fishing tackle is
picturing
a
scoundrel,
but
a
man
deupon centuries and the millenniums up- the desire of a divine Father for the
' with which a great public speaker Is
the best in the city and most reasonable in price
• able to hypnotize an audience for an frauded of American rights. When on millenniums to come. Its themes are return of his prodigals. He does it
eireeming or for a night alone? Is it a she finally describes this poor, Inno- the mightiest of all themes. No sub- now for Christ's sake—for Christ's
When you are going fi hing gec ycur tackle
cent Indian as shot down by a drunken Ject In all the realm of thooght is as
sake. "For God so loved the world
, ..tear poetic garlands made up of pretty
from
us,
white
loafer
and
then
pictures that great as that which occupies the public that be gave his only begotten Son,that
: ;Irak flowers . which never grew In a
liakillen, which never caught the in- drunken loafer as being allowed to go speaker in gospel oratory.
whosoever believeth on him should not
Don't forget t at we carry a
If its theme were not the greatest of perish, but have everlasting life." Oh,
011110e laden breath of the soil, which free, she was not appealing to human
full line of r pairs for all
eagaot stand the light of the day and prejudices for favoritism toward the all themes, then my caption today the mighty inspiration which makes a
erbikb, like the moon flowers, melt red man. She was saying: "What is could not be written. You must have a gospel orator riot only plead to save
Kinds of mach •ery.
weisiy as soon as the morning sun has the law? What is the American law? great theme to produce "sublime ora- men for themselves, but to save men
The
law
of
America
upholds
me
in
my
tory."
All
the
students
of
cheeks?
painted
oratory
Is
It
their
reca
Alleetilhed
,
for the sake of the divine Father's
ognize this law. Why is Abraham Lin- forgiviug level
gears galvanic shock which can make claims."
As
Helen
Heat
Jackson
pleaded
for
coln's
Gettysburg
address
to be rankilit human corpse tremble for a little
The Power of the Holy Spirit.
irlaga and even lift a hand or shake a the rights of the Indian under the ed among the greatest orations of the
Thus, while the sublime oratory of
American
law
the
Christian
ages?
orator
Was
he
placing a few poetic gar- the gospel speaker may be awakened
Ahead and yet a current which can nev•
Sixth • root.
the dead body back to life? pleads for the emancipation of man lands upon the graves of the dead? No. by many different inspirations, its
' „Ileing
from
sin
under
the
law
of the Bible. He was making a national plea for for- mightiest factor is due to the
It a mere magnetic needle which
power or •rnee„,11
.,e4111A•AllAlld •111
‘
.14
.11.4411
.
,.102,S.,,ASO0
momentarily move an iron heart, He does not say, "I hope this may be." giveness and love. Why did Patrick the Itoly Spirit himself. When JAMIls
magnetic needles can make He does say: "I know this can be and Henry, the great Virginia orator, with Christ stood up before the Jewish peoon their shall be through the blood of Jesus a single sentence rouse the passions of ple to speak, his hearers intuitively felt
and screws stand
for a few seconds and then fall Christ The divine statutes declare it." his hearers until he gwept them from there was a strange, 11 superhuman and
boa cold, motionless screws and nails When a gospel orator stands upon the off their feet? Though the hangman's a divine power about him. When the
era lloOn as their lifting touch is taken promises of God found in the Bible he noose was dangling over every one of true Chriatian orator arises to speak,
Way? Oh, no; truu oratory is more speaks with certainty; he speaks with his auditors' heads, yet they were then also this strange influence is felt.
' absolute conviction; above all, be ready to risk all because he was plead- The seine divine influence that Christ
that.
Tree oratory is one of the most po- speaks as no other advocate unsup- ing for sweet Liberty's shrines. Why had over 1111 audience you anal I may
gifts. If not the moat potent gift. ported can speak. No other man in did John Knox'm eloquence set all Scot- have In degree if we will only let the
.
which God bas endowed man. It Is pleading for simple justice has such land afire? Why did Martin Luther's Holy Spirit work in ne and through us,
eadibty for good or mighty for evIL It emphatic divine authority behind him Invectives thrill all Europe with the di- for Christ distinctly says that the very
lie'a social factor which creates and as is found in the word of God when vine love? Why did Savonarola arouse works he did we may do if we will
—altillida • and upbuilds or it is a social pleading for repentance and righteous- Italy until its inhabitants were tumul- only let the Holy Spirit live In us.
tuous in agony and strife? Why did
• ardor which undermines and destroys ness.
"A Christian orator." some one says—
Seward'. Great Plea.
Cicero's arraignment of Catiline and "what does that mean? If I truly
, and wrecks. If it were possible for
give
the
'The
philippics
gospel orator is mighty when he
that Demosthenes hurled myself up to.the Holy Spirit, can I
"IP to believe in the doctrine of the
belblallemigration of soule, then I would pleads for one whom be would save against the king of Macedon create cornea great speaker and address great
41:4111esse in this doctrine in reference from eternal death. He naturally has armies and make men enthusiastic in audiences? Why, I have not the voice.
to',eratory. With mere words a skill- all the fire, all the enthusiasm, all the battle? Were these orators declaiming I have not the physical strength. In
=rater can have his spirit !near- pent up passion of a lawyer pleading for selfish political purposes, merely One sense I have not the education. I
,
In the minds and the hearts of at the bar of justice trying to save the o trying to destroy rivals who were ob- could not stand before a multitude of
NC hearers. VVith mere words not neck of a client who is being tried for structing their path? No. They were people if I tried." No, not that. I do
Can the true orator compel his murder in the first degree. Aye, he ettecking lust and licentiousness and not believe God will ever call you to be
•=w countrymen to think as he has more than that. Ile has all the in- tyranny and crime of all sorts. It was a Spurgeon, a Guthrie, a Beecher or a
, Milks. but to do as he would have tense earnestness that was felt by Wil- their mighty theines that made their Mason. Not that. I do not believe, week
ithill' do and as be himself wants to liam Seward in 1846 when he pleaded eloquence effect:re. You must have a In and week out, you will be called upfor the life of William Freeman, an greet theme to have a greatdration.
on to fill an auditorium with a formal
Mat Nave Great These.
'The gift of true oratory is second in Idiotic black pauper who had killed the
sermon. But you can be a great orator
entire
This
Van
Nest family of Auburn, N.
contention 18 true. Where, then, for Christ nevertheless. Did you ever
to no other human gift. An
tatement is this? I think not. Y. It was during the agitation of the can you find greater themes for true stop to think that public speaking is only
rew Fletcher, the great English abolitionist movement. The white men eloquence than in gospel oratory'? Is public conversation on a big scale?
dot and poet, once said, "I be- of the north as well as the south were there a sounding line which can go to
The other day I was talking to an
e if a man were permitted to make against him. His own friends at the the bottom of a deeper sea? Is there old man who used to be a student of
'the ballatds of a country he need bar were against him. Yet there Wil- any power on earth which more surely the great Dr. Eliphalet Nett of Union
:let care vdio should make its laws." liam H. Seward pleaded and kept can transform wrong to right. nasese college. One day in the oratorial
true orator has all the power of pleading. When at last his client was the strong care for the weak, make Tyr- class a student arose to speak. He
F-7.•
sweet singer of the fields. He has hung by the neck until be was dead anny take her iron heel off the neck of began to let out his voice in rotund
than that. In his own realm he by postmortem examination it was prostrate Helplessness, than the power style. He dramatically lifted his arms
the power of personal touch. He found out that William Freeman was of .1exus? Where can you find an im- and twitched his eyebrows when Dr.
the Influence of the flashing eye, in truth an idiot and irresponsible for mortal panacea for the grave's horror Nott stopped him and said: "My son,
the.cusivertng lip, of the power which the crime which be had committed and and for the cure of sin save in the that Is not oratory. If you have some.
**Raw from a soul on tire, which react- that William H. Seward. the young at- crucifixion and the resurrection and thing to say, just tell it to us as you
nge for the money on the
'
/oral and as a- whirlwind drives op- torney, was right ,In his defense of the atonement of Jesus Christ? The would if there were only three of us
themes of gospel oratory are not only alone in a room. Public speaking is $25060 Paekl
tion before him or muffin:des them him.
rr
in a mighty conflagration. If tl*
Cannot you feel the earnestness of a wide enough and great enough to put only public conversation on a big
be mightier than the sword, then Seward pleading? I can. I cannot think a UAW In right touch with God and scale." Don't you grasp the truth? By
Orator's scepter is greater than of a lawyer defending a client whols heaven, hut they are so great that if the law of Christian oratory you may
of the warrior's or the writer's. being tried for his life unless that law- we once accept them and practice never be called upon to address a large
Demosthenean tongue compelled yer is in an agony of suspense until them they will give us perfect homes, audience at once, but you can address
's ears to hear what his pen could the acquittal conies in the two words, perfect neighbors, perfect nations and two or three hearers for Christ at the
compel his auditor's eyes to read. "Not guilty," spoken by the foreman of a perfect world. They are so great breakfast table. You can address a
. t is the eloquent tongue of silver the jury. "Do you make your client's that if we only practice them "love, neighbor for Christ in the street car
Apeech!
Interests your interests?" I once asked joy, peace, long suffering, gentleness, going down to business. You can
a lawyer friend. "Yes." he answered. goodness, faith, meekness, temper- speak for Christ in the prayer meeting
•
Ileetther's Services Ina Orator.
.. Great If not the greatest of all gifts "So much do I make their interests my ance," shall everywhere be supreme in and in the Sunday school. You can beWith which God has endowed man - is Interests that if they are being tried the hutnan heart. Could we have a come an exponent of the subilmeet orfor life I am disturbed in my sleep and surer cure for all the evils of the world attics' of the world, the gospel oratory.
aa
tory.
Who but one like Henry
t
1863?r
rd Beecher could have conquered dream about them. Every moment of to come than is offered In the themes by which the Holy Spirit works in
my waking thoughts is with them. I of gospel oratory?
nd during the dark days of
you and through you in conversation.
To make right might and to redress Will you consecrate an eloquent tongue
n the British factories bad their often get up in the middle of the night
Mit-ton supply cut off by northern ships during a trial and write, so anxious am the wrongs of A limited class have been to the divine Master?
•
!blockading the southern ports. British I to save them." "Ah," then I said to the causes which have Inspired wonder"Just tell it," says Dr. Nott If you
"Wallets were calling out, "The myself, "no wonder you are a great ful orations during the past years. have anything to say for Christ by the
Igmerican war must stop or British speaker when you plead for a life in Watch the lightnings of invective that Holy Spirit power, will you not just
Liemployees must starve and the British this way. No wonder your whole soul have leaped out of the eyes of the ora- tell it? My father once told me that the
ants will have no goods to sell." goes forth into a mighty plea for your tors during the dark days of the aboli- first great orator he ever beard was
only that, but the peerage or the clients when you are as one pleading tion movement. Amid that mighty hur- 'Theodore Frelinghuysen of New Jerowners almost to a man hated our for your own life." No wonder the gos- ricane of oratory we can see William sey. He was an intellectual giant—senblican form of government They pel orator's plea is a mighty plea. Ev- Lloyd Garrison, with clinched fists, de- ator, chancellor of the University of
vet! the American congress was a ery word be utters, every gesture he fying the Boston mobs. We can hear New York, Whig candidate for the vice
ual menace to British interests. makes, every thought that is born In his totting words, amid a perfect pande- presidency in 1844 and president of
or accomplished with hie tongue his brain, has the mighty purpose of monium of wrath, crying: "You will Rutgers college. His fame was nationbat an invading army of 600,000 saving some man from eternal death. hear me! In spite of yourselves you' al and international. My father said:
could not have accomplished with Mightily as a Christian lawyer does will bear me!" You can iee Wendell "Of course I expected to see and to
Our:stock this season ontains all the most
ibayenets. Alone he faced audience aft- he plead for the salvation of men.
Phillips standing amid a shower of hear a perfect whirlwind of oratory,
But the Christian orator has a higher brickbats waiting for a lull in the storm but great was my surprise when Theo,* audience, bitter in their hatred tofashionable hats of every description.
:ward him and his people. He faced and even a greater inspiration than the to drive into the hearts of his hearer's dore Frelinglmysen quietly arose In
*Dentles. He left friends. He faced saving of sinful men and women from another sentence to prove to them whk that New Jersey courtroom. He placed
The ladies are cordial y invited to attend.
Ads country's censors. He left behind eternal death. He stands in a unique the black men should be free. We can his foot upon the rung of the chair.
Ittim his country's applauders. henry position. He is not only pleading for hear glorious John Bright pleading for Then he commenced to talk to the jury
5Ward Beecher won this victory for his the salvation of men, but also for what the rights of the black men from the in a simple, earnest way, as you or I
Aplutzy by the tongue, and the tongue is pleasing to God. And of all inspira- other side of the sea. And if Injustice might talk in a private parlor. But be
tions to "subilmest oratory" there is no agaluet the black men offered such a won his case. it was the finest piece of
elone.
mighty theme for the eloquent tongue quiet oratory to which I ever listened.
. Great Is the power of oratory and inspiration like unto that
The Christian orator, the advotate of shall not modern injustice against the He had something to say, and he said
4oratorsi But if it is great in the tweeAfoot age how much greater must it the divine will and pleasure: Let me white slave offer just as great a It." Yes, you may not be a speaker to
210 S. M. Main St
'lave been in the time* of the ancients! illustrate my thought by a simple ver- theme for gospel eloquence? Oh, yes, 5,000 auditors, but you can have an au"'hen the modern printing press had bal picture. You are not the only son gospel orators have the mightiest of dience of two, three, five, ten, twelve
iltot yet been born, and the human mind of your mother. She has another boy, themes for eloquent speech! The gos- hearers. You can have as great an auAmid only appeal to the human mind younger than you. But, whereas you pel of Christ will right all wrongs. dience for Christ as Theodore ierelingAllifoogh the influence of the human are iu one sense the good boy, be ban It will emancipate a sinner from all huysen bad in that New Jersey jury
'tongue. But, though the generations been the bad. He drinks; he swears; sins. It would make all men conquer- box for his client. If you 'have anypreceding rhriat sat at the feet of he Iles; he does everything he ought ors in this world as well as in the thing to say for Christ, will you say it,
some of the greatest orators who ever not to do. Again and again your moth- world to come. Man, would you be Will you speak it for Christ by the
lived, though Pericles and Lysias and er came to his rescue. Your father left truly eloquent? Then by the power of power of the Holy Spirit working in
Lyclirgoie and .44:schines bad won their her a little motley. She has spent It all the Holy Spirit have your tongue plead you and through you in sublime gosSuccessor to Golay &Brame Cor. 7th lc Vir. Sts,
marvelous triumphs in old Athens, trying to save torn. One night be came for the universal acceptance of the pel oratory?
times the mighty Roman oratory had home from a drunken spree. When gospel In impassioned oratory.
reeroyrieht, nos, by Louis Klopseh ]
dyed and, like Marcum TU111118 Cicero. she spoke to hiAti it made him mad. In
The Core For His.
bad burled their verbal thunderbolts, a rage be knocked her down anti kickMinisterial Progression.
Gospel oratory giver the sublimest of
!yet when Jesus began to speak every ed her in the breast. As a result of all themee. It does more than that. It
It now appears that to be Oslerlzed
For a nice drive, up-to-date rigs Bind courteous attentioa give
one of his auditors intuitively felt that that kick a cancer has formed. She is offers the greatest of all authorities by Is only one of the ordinary experienees
me a call. Hack service for the eitt—meeting all trains. FuneAt new power of oratory had been born. going to die. You are heartsick. "Oh, which those themes are discussed. It of life which come with other things
ral and wedding parties a specialty'ii Home phone 1818, Cumber
'e words of my text prove it. With mother, mother!" you say. "If I could comes to man and places in his hand pleasant and unpleasant. A minister
lend phone 32. I will be glad to 11 ve all my friends give
pae accord Christ's hearers said, only make you well and happy again!" the Bible and says: "Man, here is the discussing the tendency of churches to
me
their patronage.
As you kneel by her bedside 011ie runs ward of God. These core not my state- call young men summed it up this way
*Never man spike like this man."
her fingers through your hair just as Meet& These are promises made by during the past week:
' Tee Subtilises( Forms of Oratory.
Howard Brame,
opRinsville;Kr.
Why is ;compel oratory the aublimeet she did when you were a boy and our divine Father. If you will accept
At twenty, idolised; at forty, ostra"Hurry, you can a eke WO God's word and do as this hook directs. cised; at sixty, Oslerized; at eighty,
form of oratory? Why does goer-.
you? Thee I 'A
you your life will be Noosed." Now, It is cationieed.
tbeseb Whit to nail ligallOSISSIlf0+.44444+4444+#4++++
all
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PURIFIES THE BLOOD.
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Jackson Society Said to Be
Startled By Fear Of
Indictments.

Diseases of this
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urinary organs.
Also catarrh, heart

REPAIR WORK OF ALL. KINDS DONE
PROMPTO.
I
If you intend building or improving your home
nity to
business house give us an oppoirtu

or

quote you

make estimates.
Cumb Phone 614. I Home 1466
.
Office and Shops. Virginia Street. opp
Cooper's Stable.
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Hot Weather Piles.
Persons afflicted with Piles should
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Thirty patients, 15 from Lakeland
and 16 Iron, Lexington, were received
last night at the Western Kentuc
ky
Asylum for the Insane, being tran
sferred on account of the crow
ded
conditions of the institutions
in
which they were being treated. All
are white women and they will(me
n•
py the new east wing at the Asylum
.
The west wing is being rapidly com
pleted and will soon be prepared
for
the transfer of a large number of
male patients.
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CASE POSTPONED.

I

FOR POTAT
BUGS

BLOOD FLOWS

With the first approach
of warm weather, men'
s
thoughts will turn to cooler clot
hes.
This season we show the greate
st line of coat
and pant suits ever shown in th
e city.
With "High Art" and "Kuppenh
eimer's' complete lines, we are prepared to
suit the most exacting.

L

Prices $7.50 to $17.

J. H. Andason &

Cook & Higgins
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